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A. NCR Historical Timeline
1884 - John H. Patterson founded the National Cash Register Company, maker of the
first mechanical cash registers.
1893 - NCR opened the first sales training school.
1906 - Charles F. Kettering designed the first cash register powered by an electric
motor.
1914 - NCR developed one of the first automated credit systems.
1926 - NCR became publicly owned.
1946 - NCR opens first manufacturing facility in Dundee*
1952 - NCR acquired Computer Research Corporation (CRC), of Hawthorne, Calif., which
produced a line of digital computers with applications in aviation.
1953 - NCR established the Electronics Division to continue to pursue electronic
applications for business machines.
1957 - NCR announced first fully transistorized business computer, the NCR 304.
1968 - NCR's John L. Janning perfected liquid crystal displays (LCD).
1974 - Company changed its name to NCR Corporation.
1974 - NCR commercialized first bar code scanners.
1978 - NCR launches first ATM, the NCR 770*
1982 - The first NCR Tower super microcomputer system was launched, establishing
NCR as a pioneer in bringing industry standards and open systems architecture to the
computer market.
1983 – First NCR Scotland designed ATM, the NCR 5070*
1991 - NCR acquired by AT&T.
1991 - NCR purchased Teradata Corporation, acquiring its advanced and unique
commercial parallel processing technology. NCR Teradata becomes the world's most
proven and powerful database for data warehousing.
1994 - NCR name changed to AT&T Global Information Solutions (GIS).
1995 - AT&T announced spin-off of AT&T GIS by the end of 1996.
1996 - AT&T GIS changed its name back to NCR Corporation in anticipation of being
spun-off to AT&T shareholders by January 1997, as an independent, publicly traded
company.
1997 - Signaling its evolution from a hardware-only company to a full solutions
provider, NCR purchased Compris Technologies, Inc., a leading provider of store
automation and management software for the food-service industry, and Dataworks, a
company that develops check-processing software.
1998 - NCR finalized the transfer and sale of their computer hardware manufacturing
assets to Solectron, confirming NCR's commitment to concentrate on the marketdifferentiated software and services components of their solutions portfolios.
2000 - NCR acquired CRM provider Ceres Integrated Solutions and services company
4Front Technologies, deepening NCR's solutions offerings in key markets.
2003 - NCR granted patent for signature capture.
2005 - Following the successful 2004 acquisition of travel self-service leader Kinetics,
NCR further strengthens its self-service portfolio by acquiring Galvanon, a leading
provider of solutions for the health care industry.
2007 - NCR separated into two companies through the spin-off of the Teradata Data
Warehousing business.
2009 - NCR establishes its new corporate headquarters in Duluth, Ga.
2010 - NCR introduces industry’s first mixed media deposit ATMs (SDM)
2011 - NCR completes $1 billion acquisition of Radiant Systems, expanding NCR’s
presence in the hospitality and specialty retail spaces.
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B. Transcription of John Bruno Interview
Duluth, Atlanta, Georgia. USA
August 11th 2009
Transcribed by Steven Birnie

What is the role of design in NCR?
“The purpose of design at NCR and why it is important for us is pretty simple and that is
technology as it integrates or as I should say, not integrates, but the way in which
technology integrates not for its self but into peoples lives has to take into consideration
the environment in which the technology lives as well as the technology itself.
So as infrastructure or as technology companies who produce infrastructure, like NCR,
have built things for their customers when the consumer was on the other side, i.e. NCR
selling to a bank and the bank dealing with its consumer, or NCR selling to a retailer and
the retailer talking and dealing with the consumer. In the future that paradigm is going
to see a seismic shift.
The shift is going to break because for decades now infrastructure and companies that
built infrastructure communicated to consumers on their terms. Consumers didn’t have
a choice. They got a telephone service the way the telephone company wanted. They
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used computers the way computer companies want. In the future the integration of
multi-channel technology – Ours, whether it is ATM’s or whether it is self-checkout or
whether it is kiosk’s needs to merge with the mobile channels and with many other
parts of the multi-channel experiences including broadband. So with this massive
proliferation of technology and this massive proliferation of broadband capabilities
consumers of the future are no longer going to be B-2-C, business to consumers, but
consumer to business. The consumers themselves are going to dictate how it is they
want to interact with technology.
The role of design now has to take into consideration the consumers preference and
their presence. Where are they? What channels do they want to use? They style in which
it is. The proximity in which they are located. Where is the technology located? Is it in
vestibules, is it in stores, is it in hotels. The role of design moving forward for our
company has never been more important and has never needed to be closer to what
consumers need and require.”
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C. Cx Survey Results Document

5

Cx Survey
2010
A study of the consumer experience
NCR Executives Survey

Results summary
NCR Design|Cx
September 2010

Compiled by Steven Birnie
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Executive Summary
The first Consumer Experience Survey 2010 was created by Design|Cx with the aim of
understanding the value placed on the various aspects of the consumer experience by
senior management.
NCR commissioned a similar survey in 1992 entitled the ‘Search for Design Excellence’.
This was a funded external research program undertaken on behalf of NCR by
Metaphase Design Group. The results informed the development of the Corporate
Industrial Design guidelines.
Through this activity the aim is to engage in a consumer experience dialogue with NCR’s
senior management, customers and consumers in all areas of NCR’s business. The
intention is to assist NCR in identifying and understanding the fundamental elements of
a consumer experience valued by our customers. This yields four basic questions:
1) What is an excellent consumer experience?
2) How is the consumer experience measured?
3) How is an excellent consumer experience achieved?
4) What is the value of a positive consumer experience?
This will allow Design|Cx to develop and deploy an innovative cross-industry product
design; identity and user interaction strategy. This will inform the development of NCR
hardware and interaction solutions with the objective of NCR being the recognised and
preferred customer and consumer choice for the fulfilment of self-service transactions.
Key findings of the first Consumer Experience Survey 2010 are:


NCR was identified as delivering the best consumer experience. Obviously we
need to consider the biased nature of the result. Redbox, the DVD rental market
leader, scored highly. It is an interesting result and one that will be investigated
further by identifying just how they deliver their experience to the consumer.



Ease of Use, Reliability and Innovative (with Fit for Purpose close behind) were
the top results when the participants were asked what attributes best described
the selected companies consumer experience. These results highlight the need
to have a strong understanding of the user and how they interact with our
devices. The hardware and software user interfaces used to interact with the
consumer are obviously vital. They should be the best for fulfilling the
consumer’s needs.



When asked to rate factors relevant to NCR's self-service solutions the options
that were most consistently identified as very important were Ease of use by all
consumers and Trustworthy. Further investigation to understand how we can
portray and instil trust through our products will be undertaken.



Delivering a high quality product is the most important desired impression of
NCR’s self-service solutions.
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When asked to give their level of agreement with a list of questions the question
that scored 100% agreement was: Providing the best in class consumer
experience is important to NCR's self-service solutions. The results from the
questions show that a best in class consumer experience is valued, can be sold
and would give NCR a competitive advantage.
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Survey Results in Detail
In total 100 members of senior management were contacted about the survey. Of those
that followed the link to the survey 29 were abandoned, 18 were partially completed
and 25 were fully completed. The following results have been taken from 25 complete
surveys. The format which follows repeats the question, shows any options provided,
graphically illustrates the results and follows with the raw results. The survey results
are presented anonymously.

The first sets of questions were focused around the CURRENT Self-Service
industry.
1. In your opinion, which vendor provides the best consumer experience?
The options supplied were:
Acon
GRG
IBM
Redbox
Panasonic
Posiflex

Diebold
HP
Itautec
Samsung
Casio
Radiant

Fujitsu
Hyosung
NCR
Triton
Wincor Nixdorf
Digipos

Other Please Specify

Results:

Of the results supplied Apple, Cox Publishing, Netflix and NCR with SDM were included
by the participants.
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Summary
Value
Count Percent %
11
5

44.00%
20.00%

Apple

3
2

12.00%
8.00%

Cox Publishing

1

4.00%

Diebold

1

4.00%

NCR will with SDM 1

4.00%

1

4.00%

NCR
Redbox
HP

Netflix

Statistics
Choices Selected:
Total Responses:

25
25

Commentary:
NCR have been identified as having the best consumer experience. Taken in context
perhaps the more interesting results are the 2nd, 3rd and 4th place results. Redbox are
market leaders in the DVD rental market and, as the results show, they can deliver a
strong consumer experience.
Understanding what our competitors do to deliver their experiences is an important
step going forward. This will be done through a series of benchmarking exercises.
Apple and Cox Publishing were additions made by three respondents and are not
directly in our lines of business.
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2. Relating to the previous question, which of the following attributes best
describes the consumer experience provided by the selected vendor?
(Select 3 attributes)
The options supplied were:
Ease of Use
Reliability
Innovative
Fit For Purpose
Aesthetically Pleasing
Perception of
Security
Robust Appearance
Custom Solutions
Low Purchase
Price
Multi Media Capability
Reflects Customers Brand
Simple to Migrate Transactions
Wide range of Self-Service solutions
Accessible To Users With Special Needs

Results:
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Summary
Value
Ease of Use

Count Percent %
16
64.00%

Reliability

13

52.00%

Innovative

10
9

40.00%
36.00%

7
5

28.00%
20.00%

Perception of Security

3
3

12.00%
12.00%

Robust Appearance

2

8.00%

Custom Solutions

1
1

4.00%
4.00%

Reflects Customers Brand

1
1

4.00%
4.00%

Simple to Migrate Transactions

1

4.00%

Fit For Purpose
Aesthetically Pleasing
Wide range of Self-Service solutions
Accessible To Users With Special Needs

Low Purchase Price
Multi Media Capability

Statistics
Choices Selected:

73

Total Responses:

25

Commentary:
This question helps us understand what makes up an excellent consumer experience.
The top 3 results were Ease of Use, Reliability and Innovative (with Fit for Purpose close
behind). These results highlight the need to have a strong understanding of the user and
how they interact with our devices.
The best consumer experience can be delivered by understanding the consumer (their
needs, requirements and wants) and selecting the most appropriate hardware and
software to fulfil their needs.
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3. Can you please rate the following factors relevant to NCR's self-service
solutions? (5= strongly agree; 1= strongly disagree)
Results:

Item

5

4

3

2

1

Avg Total

Speed of transaction

60.0%15 36.0%9

4.0%1

-

-

4.6 25

Ease of use by all consumers

56.0%14 44.0%11

-

-

-

4.6 25
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The NCR brand identity should be
highly visible

20.0%5

44.0%11

24.0%6

12.0%3 -

3.7 25

Transactions should be able to be
personalized

32.0%8

52.0%13

16.0%4

-

-

4.2 25

Ability to attract customers

56.0%14 32.0%8

12.0%3

-

-

4.4 25

A low cost of operating

36.0%9

52.0%13

12.0%3

-

-

4.2 25

State of the art technologies

32.0%8

48.0%12

16.0%4

4.0%1 -

4.1 25

Fun

4.0%1

44.0%11

44.0%11

8.0%2 -

3.4 25

Trustworthy

80.0%20 20.0%5

-

-

-

4.8 25

Customer identity is highly visible

24.0%6

44.0%11

24.0%6

8.0%2 -

3.8 25

Average %:
Total Responses: 25

40.0%

41.6%

15.2%

3.2%

0.0% 4.2 250

The results in the table below illustrate the percentage of people either agreeing or
strongly agreeing with the items listed in relation to NCR’s self-service solutions.

Item

Either agree or strongly agree

Trustworthy

100%

25 people

Ease of use by all consumers

100%

25 people

Speed of transaction

96%

24 people

Ability to attract customers

88%

22 people

A low cost of operating

88%

22 people

Transactions should be able to be personalized

84%

21 people

State of the art technologies

80%

20 people

Customer identity is highly visible

68%

17 people

The NCR brand identity should be highly visible

64%

16 people

Fun

44%

12 people

Commentary:
The options that were most consistently identified as very important were Trustworthy
and Ease of use by all consumers. Further investigation to understand how we can
portray and instil trust through our products will be undertaken as trust is typically a
human characteristic.
With Trustworthy, Ease of use by all consumers and Speed of transaction being
highlighted as important factors they may be considered the main drivers for a
consumer to use a self-service device. Giving our products the ability to attract
customers has also been highlighted as being a very important consideration. This may
cover many areas such as the interaction on the display, clear branding, instruction and
the visual appeal of the whole device.
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In this section we asked the participants to think about the self-service
industry in 1-3 years time.
4. Please select words to describe the DESIRED industry impression of
NCRs self-service solutions. (Please select 3 words that apply)
The options supplied where:
Influential
Utilitarian
Low Cost
Iconic
High Quality

Cheap
Robust
Simple
Hi-Tech

Cutting Edge
Leading
Neutral
Revolutionary

Results:
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Summary
Value
High Quality

Count Percent %
14
56.00%

Simple

10

40.00%

Cutting Edge

9
9

36.00%
36.00%

9
7

36.00%
28.00%

Hi-Tech

7
3

28.00%
12.00%

Low Cost

3

12.00%

Iconic

1
1

4.00%
4.00%

Influential
Leading
Revolutionary
Robust

Utilitarian

Statistics
Choices Selected: 73
Total Responses: 25

Commentary:
Producing a high quality product is the most important desired impression of NCR’s selfservice solutions. Simplicity can relate to hardware, software, look and feel; all should
ensure the consumer has a clear understanding of the interaction. In line with NCR’s
premium brand positioning low cost and utilitarian were not desired qualities. Whilst
costs are always under pressure the products should not appear low cost to maintain
our margins.
Cutting edge, Influential and Leading are similar answers and can relate to the company
as a whole but are defined through the hardware and software interactions we deliver
to our customers and consumers. The values are expected of a company that strives to
be #1 in all industries which it serves.
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5. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements.
(5= strongly agree; 1= strongly disagree)

A detailed breakdown of the percentages illustrated in the table about.
Current NCR solutions embody

4.2%1

54.2%13 33.3%8

8.3%2

-

3.5 24

18

the best in segment product
design and usability.
As the industry leader all new
NCR solutions must set the
standards for product design
48.0%12 36.0%9
and usability for the self-service
industry.

16.0%4

-

-

4.3 25

Industry leading product design
and usability adds value in a
60.0%15 24.0%6
cost sensitive marketplace.

12.0%3

4.0%1

-

4.4 25

NCR is not a design leader in my
industry.

20.0%5

32.0%8

40.0%10

8.0%2

2.6 25

NCR should follow the other
players in the industry with
regard to product design and
usability.

4.0%1

4.0%1

56.0%14

36.0%9

1.8 25

Lowest cost product
development should take
4.0%1
priority over innovative product
design and ease of use.

-

8.0%2

56.0%14

32.0%8

1.9 25

Innovative product design and
usability adds no value to my
sales.

-

4.0%1

12.0%3

36.0%9

48.0%12

1.7 25

NCR can sell good design and
usability.

20.0%5

60.0%15 16.0%4

4.0%1

-

4.0 25

-

8.0%2

32.0%8

60.0%15

1.5 25

-

NCR gain no competitive benefit
for good design and usability.
Providing the best in class
consumer experience is
important to NCR's self-service
solutions

92.0%23 8.0%2

-

-

-

4.9 25

Average %:

22.9%

14.1%

23.7%

18.5%

3.1 249

20.9%

Total Responses: 25
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The detailed table above can be broken down to more clearly to illustrate those who
agree, disagree or are undecided about the questions given.

Agree
Current NCR solutions embody
the best in segment product
design and usability.

Undecided

Disagree

58.4%
14 people

33.3%
8 people

As the industry leader all new
NCR solutions must set the
84%
standards for product design
21 people
and usability for the self-service
industry.

16%
4 people

Industry leading product design
84%
and usability adds value in a
21 people
cost sensitive marketplace.

12%
3 people

4%
1 person

NCR is not a design leader in my 20%
industry.
5 people

72%
18 people

8%
2 people

NCR should follow the other
players in the industry with
regard to product design and
usability.

4%
1 person

4%
1 person

92%
23 people

Lowest cost product
development should take
4%
priority over innovative product 1 person
design and ease of use.

8%
2 people

88%
22 people

Innovative product design and
usability adds no value to my
sales.

4%
1 person

12%
3 people

84%
21 people

NCR can sell good design and
usability.

80%
20 people

16%
4 people

4%
1 person

8%
2 people

92%
23 people

NCR gain no competitive benefit
for good design and usability.
Providing the best in class
consumer experience is
important to NCR's self-service
solutions

8.3%
2 people

100%
25 people

Commentary:
The results from the question show that a best in class consumer experience is valued,
can be sold and would give NCR a competitive advantage. 100% of respondents agreed
to some degree with the statement “Providing the best in class consumer experience is
important to NCR's self-service solutions”. 92% disagreed with the statement “NCR gain
no competitive benefit for good design and usability”.
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Conclusion
With an increased awareness of the ‘consumer experience’ from businesses in all areas
and from the self-service industry specifically, Design|Cx felt it was timely to get valued
feedback from senior management. This is required to understand the relative value
placed on the consumer experience by NCR leaders.
This is the first Cx Consumer Experience Survey conducted within NCR. It is the
intention to conduct similar studies with NCR’s customers and consumers. That way
there will be a full and rounded understanding of what we deliver today and can deliver
in the future.
The results have shown that the respondents believe that a best in class consumer
experience is a very important factor to NCR’s business. It is valued, can be sold and
would give us a competitive advantage. High quality (products, delivery and servicing),
innovativeness and a complete understanding of the consumer are all necessary in order
to deliver a best in class consumer experience.
So what next? The results are to be fed into the Cx Strategy exercise that aims to develop
a consistent understanding of the consumer experience that can be implemented
through a set of Cx guidelines that reach throughout the entire organisation across all
the LoB’s. Design|Cx constantly strive to better understand consumers and develop
methods to understand consumer behaviour. They will facilitate closer engagement with
customers and consumers through a series of workshops and activities.
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Appendix
The participants were asked to tell us about a product or service that provided
them with an excellent consumer experience and explain why.
Below is a selection of the results:


“I have always been impressed with companies that I have only had a virtual
relationship with such as Amazon or Netflix - yet that relationship drives loyalty
because the experience is so good. In both cases, it is easy to find what I want with
personalized offers and recommendations, a quick purchase process and hasslefree returns or customer service if I need it”.



“Anytime I call a service desk and wait no more than 1 or 2 minutes and then have
my issue resolved on the phone, this is an excellent consumer experience. Recent
example was I arrived at an off site airport parking lot and when I went to the
counter the agent already had my information up (he looked up my license plate as
I drove in) and I was in and out in less than a minute”.



“Apple PCs - they never stop working”.



“Buying my Audi Car. The post purchase marketing amazing both mail, and email,
to make me feel part of Audi family, sending me upcoming trends in car industry,
post purchase service treatment amazing. Once they had me they do everything to
try to keep you for life”.



“Redbox is so easy to use, young children can operate it on behalf of their parents.
It is very intuitive”.



“Self-Check out machine. Very easy to use, shorter and quicker lines. Ideally these
would be in every store I went to”.



“iPad - completely different design than laptop that gives me portability of a cell
phone with PC functionality”.



“Checking into the Carlyle (my favorite hotel). They know me. They're gracious and
calm. They show me to my room without any formalities. The room is my favorite
and features artifacts from my past visits”.



“ATM - Ease of use for intelligent deposit as well as very user friendly interface”.



“iPod Shuffle - exception product for providing music while exercising. Extremely
simple to set up and use, very low cost, very compact with revolutionary clip design
and cool looking”.



“Apple iPhone - innovative product, sleek design, revolutionary”.



“Airport Kiosk - Fast, reliable, offers info. I can make choices”.



“New apartment rental: account manager was interested in my needs, spent time
searching for the right location, personally took me to see the various locations;
stayed involved and until we found the right one; sought approval to make an
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exception for a large pet; provided a cell phone number to call her to iron out a
problem; remembers my family's names; recommended places to purchase
furniture and eat out -- basically personal attention and desire to delight me. At
the same time, she believed in her product, personally lived here, did what she
could to ensure it lives up to its reputation”.


“Marriott ... will bend over backwards to take care of its best Customers. I will
choose these guys every time. Apple ... wows its Customers”.



“Starting and stopping newspaper delivery,. You can change it three different
ways, web, voice, and phone, it is a simple transaction, less than 2 minutes, and the
accuracy of delivery is almost perfect”.

The participants were asked if they had any additional comments, questions
or feedback on the content of the survey.


“With commoditization in the HW market we need to innovate with Software and
Services to differentiate NCR from others. Delivering an excellent total consumer
experience with HW, SW, Professional Services, and Customer Services will allow
NCR to sell the value, grow the business, and expand margins”.



“NCR self service products need 99.9% up-time and need to be always accurate and
reliable”.



“NCR should optimize its design from the consumer's (end user's) perspective,
regardless of the technology required to achieve it”.



“Nice, short and effective”.
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D. Dieter Rams 10 principles of good design
1. Is innovative - The possibilities for progression are not, by any means, exhausted.
Technological development is always offering new opportunities for original
designs. But imaginative design always develops in tandem with improving
technology, and can never be an end in itself.
2. Makes a product useful - A product is bought to be used. It has to satisfy not only
functional, but also psychological and aesthetic criteria. Good design emphasizes
the usefulness of a product whilst disregarding anything that could detract from it.
3. Is aesthetic - The aesthetic quality of a product is integral to its usefulness because
products are used every day and have an effect on people and their well-being.
Only well-executed objects can be beautiful.
4. Makes a product understandable - It clarifies the product’s structure. Better still, it
can make the product clearly express its function by making use of the user's
intuition. At best, it is self-explanatory.
5. Is unobtrusive - Products fulfilling a purpose are like tools. They are neither decorative
objects nor works of art. Their design should therefore be both neutral and
restrained, to leave room for the user's self-expression.
6. Is honest - It does not make a product appear more innovative, powerful or valuable
than it really is. It does not attempt to manipulate the consumer with promises
that cannot be kept.
7. Is long-lasting - It avoids being fashionable and therefore never appears antiquated.
Unlike fashionable design, it lasts many years – even in today's throwaway society.
8. Is thorough down to the last detail - Nothing must be arbitrary or left to chance. Care
and accuracy in the design process show respect towards the consumer.
9. Is environmentally friendly - Design makes an important contribution to the
preservation of the environment. It conserves resources and minimizes physical
and visual pollution throughout the lifecycle of the product.
10. Is as little design as possible - Less, but better – because it concentrates on the
essential aspects, and the products are not burdened with non-essentials. Back to purity,
back to simplicity. (Ueki-Polet and Klemp, 2009)
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E. Design Research Methods Breakdown
Shadowing (Curedale, 2012; Kuniavsky, 2003; McDonald, 2005)
Overview:
The method involves the participant and the researcher having shared experiences. The
researcher observes the participant in context to gain an understanding of what the
participant actually does, which may contrast to what they say they do. The method is
useful in building empathy between the researcher and participant upon which insights
can be gained and ideas generated. The method can be useful throughout the design
process; during the evaluation stages the researcher may observe and record how the
participant interacts with a design solution.
Tools:
Digital tools are appropriate for this method such as video cameras and digital still
cameras. Notepads and sketchpads are useful to highlight observations.
Challenges:
The correct participants must be selected to shadow in order to get the best results. This
may mean that several shadowing exercises need to be conducted in order to get the
best information.
A challenge with all observatory techniques is what has been described as the
Hawthorne Effect (Wickström and Bendix, 2000). The act of observing participants
changes their behaviour. This should be taken into account by the researcher when
analysing or communicating the results.
Digital Ethnography (Curedale, 2012; Fitton et al., 2004; Hulkko et al., 2004; Suri,
2004a Masten and Plowman, 2003)
Overview:
The method involves using digital tools to gather and analyse ethnographic data. The
use of digital tools often means less investment in time and money in the data collection,
which makes it more attractive to businesses. Participant’s acceptance of technology
means that they are more comfortable in front and behind a digital camera, which may
be on their mobile phone.
Tools:
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The ubiquitousness of mobile technologies has introduced tablet computers, mobile
phones, laptops and digital cameras to in the field research. Online forums and
communities and virtual interviews are also utilised. These allow data collection and
dissemination to be global.
Challenges:
The amount of data collected can be overwhelming which leads to data being missed.
Analysing the digital content can take time and resources, which may be limited. Digital
technology does not always work as it is supposed to and can be unreliable.
Video Insights (Buur et al., 2000; Gaver et al., 2003; Raijmakers et al., 2006; Suri, 2004b;
Ylirisku and Buur, 2007)
Overview:
There are different methods relating to Video Insights. The author’s interpretation of the
method is a time-framed video response to a question. The participants are asked to use
a digital film camera to communicate their perceptions of a certain topic or
environment. The film can be post edited if the participants feel it is necessary. The
results can be used by the researcher to understand the context of the design challenge
and gain insights into the participant’s life, environment or community. The insights can
be used directly to cooperatively generate ideas.
Allowing the participants direct control of the content brings them into the design
process, which can aid with the researcher/participant relationship and communication.
Tools:
The primary tool is a digital film camera. A computer may be required for post editing of
the video.
Challenges:
The researcher must build up a good working relationship with the participants of the
study as they are asking the participants to donate time and energy to the study. As
with digital ethnography, analysis of the video content can be time consuming.
Focus Groups (Dean, 1994; Holtzblatt et al., 2005; Kuniavsky, 2003)
Overview:
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Focus groups are targeted discussions around a particular subject. The group usually
consists of between 6 to 12 participants and are coordinated by a moderator. The
discussion may be recorded through audio or video recorders so it can be viewed at a
later date. The method is a good way of identifying participant’s expectations and needs
and can generate a healthy discussion around a design challenge.
Tools:
The researcher will require the equipment needed to record the activity, audio
recorders and video cameras. Although the participants are made fully aware that the
activity will be recorded, the equipment is often placed in discreet locations, perhaps
behind a two-way mirror, so it does not distract or inhibit the participant’s
conversation.
A space will be required for the meeting to take place. Often post-it-notes, pens and
white boards are supplied to aid the discussion.
Challenges:
The biggest challenge with the method is when the participants influence each other.
The moderator has to try and manage the situation and environment so all the
participants feel as though the have a voice in the discussion.
It can also be difficult to generalise the results of the focus group and attribute the
results to wider market segments or consumers. Additional focus groups may be needed
to deepen the analysis.
Importantly the focus group discussions are generally held out of context. Contrary to
shadowing, the participants are taken away from their usual environment. This makes
the method less natural and potentially uncomfortable for the participant.
Questionnaires (Curedale, 2012; Holtzblatt et al., 2005; Kuniavsky, 2003; Lehtinen et
al., 2009; Trochim, 2006)
Overview:
Questionnaires can be used at various stages of the design process, to gather insights or
for evaluation. A benefit of using the method is the quantifiable nature of the results
that can be used for statistical analysis. They allow for a deeper understanding of users
and the context of the research.
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The familiarity of questionnaires is a positive thing as participants are more willing to
engage in the exercise. The two most common formats are a Likert 7 point format or a 4point forced choice format. The standardisation of the format makes it more efficient to
complete and ensures the results are measurable.
The questionnaires should be clear for the participant to understand and should
therefore be thoroughly tested before distributing.
Tools:
Online questionnaires are now used commonly in organisations to reach a large
distribution.
Challenges:
The questionnaire should be free of bias, jargon and leading questions. The researcher
has to plan and test the questionnaire before distribution.
Experience Prototypes (Buchenau and Suri, 2000; Buxton, 2007; Moggridge, 2007a;
Suri, 2003)
Overview:
Creating experience prototypes allows the researcher to communicate, understand and
test the proposed experience with participants. This allows the participants to get a
better understanding of the design solution and be better informed to respond and
input to further iterations.
Tools:
Appropriate prototyping tools are selected to communicate the concept in the best way.
Hard and soft modelling may be required to allow the participant to understand the
form and scale of the concept. Storyboarding can support with the contextualisation of
the concept.
Challenges:
If created poorly then the participant may have a negative experience and not
understand the concept fully. The imperfect nature of prototypes can have a negative
effect if not communicated correctly.
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Semi-structured Interviews (Curedale, 2012; Holtzblatt et al., 2005; Kuniavsky, 2003)
Overview:
There are many forms of interview, one-on-one; telephone; email and structured. Semistructured interviews allow the researcher to modify the questions as the interview
develops. The method can help with the flow of the conversation and can help the
participant to be open with their responses.
The participants should be made away of any confidentially issues and understand how
the responses they give will be used.
Tools:
Planning and a list of questions are essential in any interview situation. Audio and or
video recording equipment is useful as it means the flow of the conversation will not be
broken by note taking and can be annotated and studied at a later date.
Challenges:
As there is a looser nature and more conversational style to the structure the
interviewer has to understand that bias is unavoidable.
Service Safaris (Curedale, 2012; Moggridge, 2007b; Stickdorn and Schneider, 2010;
Suri, 2003).
Overview:
Service Safaris allow the researcher to study and understand the various aspects of a
service. Through the deeper understanding and appreciation of the service delivery then
the researcher can gain insights into strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats.
Service safaris are appropriate at various stages of the design or research process. As
well as gaining insights they can help to generate ideas and evaluate solutions.
Tools:
Digital tools such as digital cameras are useful to document the experience and will aid
in future communication of the results.
Challenges:
The researcher must experience the service and potentially a range of services. This can
be costly and time consuming.
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Ideas
The creation of concepts that relate to the design context and community.
Co-Design Workshops (Bjelland and Wood, 2008; Egglestone and Rogers, 2010; Gaver,
2011; Press et al., 2011)
Overview:
This involves bringing the design team and various stakeholders together to explore,
discuss and conceptualise the research context. The key aspect of the method is the cocreation of design concepts between researcher and participant. This activity can help to
build trust and mutual understanding.
The workshops can be useful at various stages of the design process, to gain insights,
develop ideas and in the evaluation stages.
Tools:
Appropriate tools can be pens, sketchpads, markers, pins, post-it-notes. Digital tools
help to record the workshop.
Challenges:
Managing a large group of participants that may have conflicting ideas can be
challenging. The researcher has to create an environment that is conducive to the
creative flow of ideas.
Evaluation
Community focused evaluation that gains an understanding of design processes
responses that leads to further insights.
Situated Designed Objects (Dunne and Raby, 2001; A Dunne, 2005; Gaver and Dunne,
1999b; Gaver, 2007; Gaver et al., 2003)
Overview:
Objects used by participants in their natural environment allow the researcher to gain
deeper insights and evaluations of the designed solution. The researcher can understand
how the solution is really used and potentially adapted to suit the needs of the
participants.
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Tools:
Digital models are used that are as close to the desired interaction and aesthetics as
possible.
Challenges:
The creation of the digital devices can be time consuming and costly. For the best results
the objects should be in the environment for a prolonged period of time, a luxury that
many commercial projects cannot afford.

As the objects are to be used by the

participants in real life situations then the objects have to be safe to use and as robust
and reliable as possible.
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F. Understanding the Consumer: Consumer Research Planning, Cx Design

Understanding the Consumer

Oct 2012

Short Term Planning
The following should be seen as part of an ongoing Cx Design consumer research
program that can influence and feed into ongoing develop activities. There are a range of
methods that can be applied with varying degrees of investment (time/financial). The
quantitative and qualitative activities illustrated below are aimed at giving Cx Design a
broader understanding of global consumer needs and a benchmarking of NCR’s previous
consumer studies.
Quantitative Research Identified


Discover what research exits within NCR relating to consumer interactions with
self-service

Overview: NCR have been conducting user research and developing advanced concepts for
a number of years. The Cx team want to understand what research has taken place over the
last 10 years that can feed into the Next Generation ATM.
Actions: (a) Email relevant people with introduction to brief and request information on
research activities/topics
(b) Meet with relevant parties (GJ, MM, PD, CR, MG) and discuss findings
Output: An overview of where consumer understanding is today in NCR. Understanding of
any gaps Cx Design/Cx Research need to investigate. A database of relevant
research/information
Timescale: 4 weeks
Approx man hours: 10
Funding: N/A
Owner: SB


NCR & Abertay University Visualization Project

Overview: (A) Abertay university to evaluate validity of 3D environment Vs gaming UDK
environment for visualizations of 6634 and FL5 and understand how this can be used to test
users perceptions and gather ‘first look’ eye tracking data. (B) The first look data will evaluate
if people pay particular attention to upper adverts, screens and flashing card readers on
approach to the ATM. (C) First look data will evaluate if consumers notice screen displays
and lane light indicators.
Action: NCR to support and direct the study to understand its validity.
Output: Abertay will produce a report of the findings and analysis. Depending on the validity
of the software NCR may wish to use the method to test initial concepts.
Timescale: Initial build of models and preliminary testing to be complete by Mid Nov 2012.
Analysis of results to be conducted in Q1 2013
Approx man hours: 5
Funding: Cx Funded activity
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Owner: CR, PD, SB


Co-Research Activities

Overview: Identify joint research opportunities and potential partners. (This may be a long
term exercise)
Actions: (A) CR/SS to utilize contacts to identify potential partners from outside the industry.
Partners from outside the industry would be relevant for broader consumer research
activities.
(B) Understand research topics for customer engagements. ATM focused. An example may
be to request to be involved with BOA/Wells pilot studies.
(C) Understand process of engagement – through sales teams? Stage of process we can
engage and how timely it is.
Output: Dependant on research activities and partners
Timescale: Unlikely to be any output before Q1 2013
Approx man hours: 20
Funding: Cx/Development Funded activity
Owner: SB


Customer Survey

Overview: (a) A short survey that can be sent to customers after their visit/engagement with
Cx. Questions relating to their understanding of consumers, their perceptions of self-service,
the consumer experience. (b) A structured questionnaire when walking through and reviewing
concepts with customers so quantifiable data can be collected.
Actions: To create a survey and get the relevant approvals for its distribution. May be
something that is bolted onto an existing survey.
Output: Quantifiable data on our customers understanding of consumers and the consumer
experience.
Timescale: Establish if this will be possible Q4 2012. Creation of survey Q4 2012/Q1 2013.
Release of survey start Q2 2013
Approx man hours: 10 (creation of survey and data analysis)
Funding: N/A
Owner: SB/AC

Qualitative Research Identified


NCR Student Design Competition

Overview: 35 students are conducting research and generating concepts into ‘An ATM you
would cross the street to use’
Actions: Cx team can use this information to feed into the Next Gen development. Relevant
information may be: Interaction ideas, consumer insights, ways of engaging with consumers,
consumer groups Cx can utilize, service/module opportunities
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Output: Consolidation of research/ideas/concepts/interactions into usable document.
Understand and target what Cx Design need to know – eg: feedback on current products,
what works, what doesn’t, technology/interaction research.
Timescale: Final presentations 07 December 2012. Consolidation Document Q1 2012
Approx man hours: 16 (2 days - kick off and final event)
Funding: Co funded - Cx Design. Creative Scotland + Scottish Enterprise contribute £1000
Owner: SB (work with universities to collate information)


Foreign Correspondent

Overview: Input from NCR employees from various sites around the globe (Beijing, Africa,
Brazil, Budapest, India, US) that can provide insights into consumers, local trends and
potential opportunities
Actions: Over the phone focus groups: make initial contacts with relevant NCR employees
and start a discussion on how they can engage with Cx Design team.
The team to create ‘light cultural probes’.
Digital Ethnography: request photos of various installations. Use flip video cameras for them
to shadow users using self-service. Ask them to record specific things/people/environments
that will give the design team a better cultural understanding.
Utilise Cx Research in Cebu to provide research and input into this area.
Output: Photographs, video for to be used as design insights for future brainstorming
activities.
Feedback from focus groups to be collated and presented.
Timescale: Initial contacts/focus group - Q1 2012
Output from photos/video - Q1/Q2 2013
Approx man hours: 20
Funding: Cx Funded activity
Owner: SB


Facilitate a workshop with in house experts

Overview: Wealth of information about consumers and customers within NCR Discovery
building. Open up lines of communication with different groups.
Actions: Define groups of individuals. Create small think tanks with relevant groups. This
activity may be a general discussion format in initial stages. Topics to generate discussion
need to be decided based on gaps in our knowledge.
Output: Build-up of knowledge that can be collated in one place.
Timescale: Start Q4 2012
Approx man hours: 8 (depending on amount of workshops)
Funding: N/A
Owner: SB (Cx Team)


Facilitate a workshop with local community
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Overview: Cx Design to facilitate a workshop on how NCR can design ATMs that are more
accessible and relevant to the community. The workshop will contain members of the
community, community leaders and a range of NCR employees – Cx
Design/engineering/solution management.
Actions: Engage with DCA Labs, NESTA, and Creative Scotland to formulate a workshop with
local community. Develop format and aims of workshop. Potential format – Use unfocused
group (collection of individuals from the community) to discuss ATMs in their community with
the design team. Shadowing – group take design team around their community, design team
get an understanding of any issues with current self-service implementations.
Output: A deeper understanding of community needs. Development of functional
requirements. Generation of concepts with community group. Contact with DCA/Community
groups that we can build on for long term engagements and future consumer insights.
Timescale: Q4 2012 (mid December)
Approx man hours: 20 (dependant on amount of NCR participants)
Funding: Co funded - Cx Design. Creative Scotland + DCA Labs + NESTA
Owner: SB
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G. Consumer Research Planning for Development Program, Cx Design

NEXT GENERATION MULTI FUNCTION ATM CONCEPTS
Consumer research agenda
The following should be seen as part of an ongoing Cx Design consumer research
program that can influence and feed into ongoing develop activities.
There are a range of methods that can be applied to varying degrees of investment
(time/financial)
As Cx Design are approaching this from a consumers perspective we need clarity and
understanding of what consumers need, what they like and what they don’t like. Once
there is an understanding of the questions that need to be answered then the most
appropriate methods can been used.

Methods
Design Insights
 Video Insights: A specific time framed video response to a question.
Investment required: video cameras. Participants time.
Stage of process: Short/Medium – used in initial stages but can be an on-going process
if participants are onboard and relevant to on-going development.
Notes: Method good at gathering initial user insights for idea generation. Involves the
users in the design process. Cameras can be sent out to participants so does not need
direct involvement from design team. The method can also be used in a workshop
format – RNIB/Small Society Lab workshops.


Co-exploring: Open dialogue with participant while using a product/service/
environment.
Investment required: Participants time. Could be conducted on street or in workshop
format
Stage of process: Short/Medium/Long – Initial discussions can be taken place to gather
insights. As concepts develop the process can be used again.
Notes: Video is not necessarily required for this method but it helps to document the
process and outcomes, as it is often believed that the presence of the video creates the
atmosphere for discussion.
The designer may want to understand a particular product, situation or interaction. Coexploring allows for an open dialogue, discussion and development. It allows the
designer and participant to be on the same level, both understanding new areas and
developing insights.


Shadowing: observe real-life situations for a set amount of time to understand
how people behave within a given context.
Investment required: Video cameras. Participant’s time.
Stage of process: Short/Medium
Notes: This method can help to uncover the reality of what people really do, as opposed
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to what they say they do. As humans we naturally and quite often subconsciously adapt
to our environments and the tools we use everyday. Video is useful in this situation as it
documents the actions or environment that can then be replayed, slowed down or
observed with the participant at a later date


Video Portraits: Video portraits are used so designer and the wider design team
can empathise with the users.
Investment required: Video cameras. Participant’s time
Stage of process: Medium/Long
Notes: It allows the designers to get a deeper understanding of the needs, wants,
desires, concerns and difficulties this ‘character’ may have. The portrait may be of a real
person, the focus of the study, or it may be a fictional character who is an assembly of
characteristics from the demographic


Camera Journal: Participant to keep a visual and written diary of their
impression, circumstances and activities related to the product.
Investment required: video cameras, larger investment in participants time. Process
may take longer to gather results
Stage of process: Short/Med
Notes: A rich, self-conducted notation technique is useful for prompting users to reveal
points of view and patterns of behaviour.


Rapid Ethnography: Spend as much time as you can with people relevant to the
design topic.
Investment required: time
Stage of process: Short
Notes: Good way to achieve a deep first-hand understanding of habits, rituals, natural
language and meanings. For this method to be effective the team must establish the
participants trust in order to visit and/or participate in their natural habitat and witness
specific activities.


Still-photo Survey: Follow a planned shooting script and capture pictures of
specific objects, activities etc
Investment required: still cameras. Time for analysis of photos
Stage of process: Short
Notes: The team can use this visual evidence to uncover patterns of behaviour and
perceptions related to a particular product or context, as well as structure and inspire
design ideas


Fly on the wall: Observe and record behaviour within its context, without
interfering with people’s activities.
Investment required: time, willing participants
Stage of process: short/medium/long
Notes: It is useful to see what people actually do within real contexts and time frames,
rather than accept what they say they did after the fact. Similar method to rapid
ethnography and other insight methods.
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Activity Analysis: List or represent in detail all tasks, actions, objects,
performers, and interactions involved in a process.
Investment required: Participants time. Could be done with design team only.
Stage of process: Short
Notes: This is a useful way to identify and prioritise which stakeholders to interview as
well as which issues to address.


Affinity Diagrams: Cluster design elements according to intuitive relationships
such as similarity, dependence, proximity etc.
Investment required: minimal
Stage of process: Short
Notes: This method is a useful way to identify connections between issues and reveal
innovation opportunities.


Long Range Forecasts: Write up scenarios that describe how social and/or
technological trends might influence people’s behaviour and the use of a
product, service, or environment.
Investment required: minimal. Time
Stage of process: Short/medium
Notes: Predicting changes in behaviour, industry, or technology can help clients to
understand the implications of design decisions. This may be something that Cx Labs
have already done that we can use.


Competitive Product Survey: Collect, compare, and conduct evaluations of the
competition.
Investment required: Getting access to competitors products
Stage of process: short/medium
Notes: This is a useful way to establish functional requirements, performance standards,
and other benchmarks.


Cultural Probes: Assemble a camera journal kit (camera, film, notebook,
instructions) and distribute it to participants within one or across many
cultures.
Investment required: time to create, distribute, retrieve and analyse results. Budget for
creation of probe packs.
Stage of process: short/medium
Notes: Used to collect and evaluate perceptions and behaviours within or across
cultures. Can be an ambiguous process that should not be over analysed or used to
gather scientific data.


Draw the experience: Ask participants to visualize an experience through
drawings and diagrams
Investment required: Time. Participants
Stage of process: Short
Notes: This can be a good way to debunk assumptions and reveal how people conceive
of and order the experiences or activities.
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Narration: As they perform a process or execute a specific task, ask participants
to describe aloud what they are thinking.
Investment required: time, participants
Stage of process: short/medium/long
Notes: This is a useful way to reach users’ motivations, concerns, perceptions and
reasoning. This method can be used in conjunction with a lot of other methods such as
video insights, rapid ethnography and shadowing.


Extreme User Interviews: Identify individuals who are extremely familiar or
completely unfamiliar with the product and ask them to evaluate their
experience using it
Investment required: Products/models for testing. User groups.
Stage of process: Short/Medium/Long
Notes: These individuals are often able to highlight key issues of the design problem and
provide insights for design improvements. This can be an on-going exercise as we
progress through the design process.


Unfocus Group: Assemble a diverse group of individuals in a workshop to use a
stimulating range of materials and create things that are relevant to the project –
media delivery, interaction models etc.
Investment required: Model making, time, workshop space, participants.
Stage of process: medium/long
Notes: Encourages rich, creative, and divergent contributions from potential users,
releases inhibitions and opens up new thinking.


Empathy Tools: use tools like clouded glasses (phils visually impaired glasses
set) and weighted gloves to experience processes as though you yourself have
the abilities of different users.
Investment required: purchasing such tools if they can not be made in-house.
Stage of process: Short/medium/long
Notes: This activity could be done with various members of the NCR team – from
solutions management, engineering etc.


Experience Prototype: Quickly prototype the concepts and use them to get an
understanding of their use and experience of interaction.
Investment required: Model making, time
Stage of process: Medium/long
Notes: This is useful for revealing unanticipated issues or needs, as well as evaluating
ideas.


Scenario Testing: Show users a series of cards depicting possible future
scenarios and invite them to share their reactions.
Investment required: Creation of card. Participants.
Stage of process: Short/medium
Notes: useful for compiling a feature set within a possible context of use as well as
communicating the value of a concept
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Scenarios: Illustrate a character-rich story line describing the context of use for
a product or service.
Investment required: time to create scenarios. Creation of cards.
Stage of process: Short/medium
Notes: This process helps to communicate and test the essence of a design idea within
its probable context of use. It is especially useful for the evaluation of service concepts.
May be able to use Cx Labs research.
……..


Behavioural Archaeology: Look for evidence of people’s activities inherent in
the placement, wear patterns, and organization of places and things.
Investment required: Time to study patterns. Analysis of study.
Stage of process: Short/Medium/Long
Notes: This reveals how artefacts and environments figure in people’s lives, highlighting
aspects of their lifestyle, habits, priorities and values. May be relevant as ATMs are
placed in communities and could be seen as community objects.


Guided Tours: Accompany participants on a guided tour of the project-relevant
spaces and activities they experience.
Investment required: Time. Participants. Video cameras.
Stage of process: Short/medium
Notes: Making an exploration of objects and actions in situ helps people recall their
intentions and values. This is similar to and can be used in conjunction with video
insights, rapid ethnography.


Behavioural Mapping: Track the positions and movements of people within a
space over time.
Investment required: heat mapping software. Time to create maps
Stage of process: medium
Notes: Recording the pathways and traffic patterns of occupants of a space helps to
define zones of different spatial behaviours. May be useful to understand more about
ATM location on the street. The layout of modules on the interface.


Cross- Cultural Comparisons: Use Personal or published accounts to reveal
differences in behaviours and artifacts between national or other cultural
groups.
Investment required: time to compile comparisons
Stage of process: short/medium/long
Notes: This helps teams to understand various cultural factors and the implications for
their projects when designing for unfamiliar or global markets. Lessons learned from
Pillar ATM, Fino, Cx Labs research, Mobile Insights.


Foreign Correspondents: Request input from coworkers and contact in other
countries and conduct a cross-cultural study to derive basic international design
principles.
Investment required: Limitied. Can be done over conference calls/email
Stage of process: Short/medium
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Notes: This is a good way to illustrate the varied cultural and environmental contexts in
which products are used. Similar method to cross-cultural comparisons.


Paper Prototyping: rapidly sketch, layout, and evaluate interaction design
concepts for basic usability.
Investment required: Model making materials. Workshop space/participants.
Stage of process: Medium/long
Notes: This is good way to quickly organise, articulate and visualize interaction design
concepts. Similar to experience prototypes. Can be used in workshop environment.


Surveys & Questionnaires: Ask a series of targeted questions in order to
ascertain particular characteristics and perceptions of users.
Investment required: Time to create questionnaires. Minimal financial investment. Can
be done online.
Stage of process: short/medium
Notes: This is a quick way to elicit answers from a large number of people.


Be Your Customer: ask the client to describe, outline, or enact their typical
customer’s experience.
Investment required: workshop environment. Willing customer participation.
Stage of process: medium/long
Notes: This is helpful way to reveal the client’s perceptions of their customers and
provide and informative contrast to actual customer experiences.


Quick-and-Dirty Prototyping: Using any materials available, quickly assemble
possible forms or interactions for evauation.
Investment required: Model making materials. Workshop space/participants
Stage of process: Medium/long
Notes: This is a good way to communicate a concept to the team and evaluate how to
refine the design. Similar to experience prototypes/paper prototyping. Can be used in
workshop environment.


Scale Modelling: Use scaled, generic architectural model components to design
spaces with the client, team, and/or users.
Investment required: Model making materials. Workshop space/participants
Stage of process: Medium/long
Notes: The spatial prototyping tool provides a way to raise issues and respond to the
underlying needs of different stakeholders. Similar to experience prototypes/paper
prototyping. Can be used in workshop environment.


Character Profiles: Based on observations of real people, develop character
profiles to represent archetypes and the details of their behaviour or lifestyles
Investment required: minimal depending on whether profiles are created by group of
as part of deeper research.
Stage of process: Short/Medium/Long.
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Notes: This is a useful way to bring a typical customer to life and to communicate the
value of different concepts to various target groups.

Plan A:
Assumptions: Aspirational design concept by Q1 2013
Limited time for detailed in-depth research.
Methods most appropriate:
Consumer workshop to understand their assumptions of self-service, needs, wants.
Video Insights
Experience prototypes
Shadowing
Unfocus group
Rapid Ethnography
Draw the experience
Plan B:
Assumptions: Full function multi-function ATM by 2015
Able to build on Plan A with follow up activities and follow up workshops/engagements
Quick and dirty prototyping
Scale modelling
Surveys and Questionnaires
Cross cultural comparisons
Foreign correspondents
Scenarios
Empathy tools
Plan C:
Assumptions: Long term Cx consumer research
Opportunity to conduct longer term research strategies and richer/deeper workshops
Surveys and Questionnaires
Character profiles
Focus groups
Foreign correspondents
Affinity diagrams
Behavioural mapping
Long range forecasts
Cultural probes
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H. Methods Overview Tables
Table 1: Method Overview, Steven Birnie 2013
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Table 2: Method Overview, Steven Birnie 2013
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I. Video in Design Research
“Insightful use of video in user studies turns the enquiry into a constructive dialogue about
what is seen and how people see it. Video studies foster the collaborative construction of a
design-focused understanding of the users’ reality.” (Ylirisku and Buur, 2007. p40)
The Lumiere brothers created the first documentary film in 1895. For over 100 years
film has been used as a form of entertainment and documentation. Both of these forms
are open to interpretation by the viewer, what the filmmaker creates as ‘reality’ may not
be interpreted in that way. It was not until the 1960’s with the advent of portable audio
recorders that film-makers become more immersive; be part of a crowd, follow people
at work or play and record more natural human characteristic in their familiar
environments.
“Insightful use of video in user studies turns the enquiry into a constructive dialogue about
what is seen and how people see it. Video studies foster the collaborative construction of a
design-focused understanding of the users’ reality.” (Ylirisku and Buur, 2007. p40)
The use of video in capturing insights, observing participants and gaining an
appreciation of people, communities and environments has been a prominent method
used by the author in the case studies that follow.
When using video it is important to understand that what is recorded is not always what
is seen, different people can interpret the video in many different ways. Their own past
experiences, influences, interpretations and beliefs mean that a single frame or scene
can generate a wealth of insights from different perspectives (McCarthy and Wright,
2004b). Another influence is the lens through which the researcher is viewing the
images or video. This will relate to the specific research topic and or question the
researcher is trying to answer. Awareness of this ‘lens’ is important for the researcher
as it gives insights into why the videos were filmed in a particular way or why they tell
the story that they tell.
Convenience is an interesting aspect to video. Since its first use in ethnography video
has become much more accepted and accessible to the general public. It is easy and
economical to record and edit video. Video cameras are no longer large bulky complex
machines that were inaccessible to the general public. Digital cameras have replaced
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film making them lighter, cheaper and quicker and easier to edit. Most new computers,
laptops and some smart phones have video editing capabilities. This has really opened
up the use of video, people’s awareness of it, their comfortableness in front and behind
it and their awareness of what to do with the video after filming. (Buxton, 2007; Fitton
et al., 2004; Masten and Plowman, 2003)
For a broader and more detailed explanation of the history, development and
application of video in design research the author would recommend to the reader that
they refer to Bas Raijmakers (2007) thesis on Design Documentaries, Ylirisku and Buur
(2007) book on designing with video and appendix 5. Together they explain the variety
of approaches researchers and designers can use video to capture insights in
observatory and participatory capacities.
The use of video in capturing insights, observing participants and gaining an
appreciation of people, communities and environments has been a prominent method
used by the author in the case studies that follow. For this reason the author will present
a brief history of the use of video and how it has been used to understand people. This
section will show how the method has development, being influenced by and influencing
the technology itself. The method is suited to the designer as it allows for an amount of
interpretation that can be used as a spark off new insights and ideas. This interpretation
will be discussed in this section.
There is an obvious connection between the use of video in design research and
ethnography. To understand the reasons why video has been used in the past and
continues to be relevant in design research one must look to ethnography. The use of
video in the beginning started as using it as an observational tool, a tool to support the
ethnographers notes and general observations. This method is not without its faults; the
mere presence of a camera changes how people act and the amount of ‘data’ and
information can be overwhelming. It has since moved on to support different methods
of understanding users interactions with products or services. This may be through
video documentaries, role-play or fly-on-the-wall observation.
“Essentially, video provides a means to engage different people in a collaborative learning
process. At times the use of the video camera may present a credible “excuse” for mingling
around the user site and observing the activities. (Ylirisku and Buur, 2007. p42)
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People do act differently in front of camera. This is where the author questions the use
of video in ethnography if its intention is to be observation in a natural habitat. For that
to be truly effective the research team with cameras have to be embedded with the
participant(s) for a long period of time for them to become comfortable and act
naturally. The associated time and cost for an organisation to do such a full and lengthy
study makes it inaccessible and impractical to a large the majority of organisations.

History of the use of video in understanding people
For over 100 years film has been used as a form of entertainment and documentation.
Both of these forms are open to interpretation by the viewer, what the film-maker
creates as ‘reality’ may not be interpreted in that way. The earliest use of documentary
non-scripted film dates back to 1895 with the Lumiere brothers film called Sortie des
Usines Lumière à Lyon (ref: Workers Leaving the Lumière Factory). The Lumiere’s series
of short films focused on real people and used large cumbersome hand powered pieces
of equipment. The camera was generally in a static position where the people had to
adapt to its position.
It was not until the 1960’s with the advent of portable audio recorders that film-makers
become more immersive; be part of a crowd, follow people at work or play and record
more natural human characteristic in their familiar environments. There was a feeling at
the time that documentary filmmaking had become like a lecture with supporting
imagery; it was not truly immersive or engaging for the viewer. In America the more
naturalistic method of documentary film was called direct cinema, in France it was
called cinéma vérité.
The techniques used in direct cinema were very similar to cinéma vérité, namely
handheld equipment, allowing the film to go out of focus, less polished editing process,
naturalistic unscripted conversations and more so in cinéma vérité there was a blurring
between subject and filmmaker. There were significant differences in the philosophy;
the difference arose in what they believe for how the camera could capture what was
‘real’.
The forefather of cinéma vérité was Dziga Vertov, a pioneering Russian filmmaker.
Vertov promoted ‘Kino-Pravada’ (‘film-truth’) from which cinéma vérité is a direct
translation. In the 1920’s he would synthesize everyday moments together to create
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what he believed was a deeper truth that could be seen through the camera lens. Vertov
would often juxtapose different moving images to compliment or counter each other;
this process would completely change the meaning of the imagery. (REF: MAN WITH A
MOVING CAMERA (1922)) His films are often described as ‘art documentaries’ and were
revolutionary at the time. They used real life situations and people that were overlaid
with each other on a bed of dramatic orchestra music. The filmmaker had a role of
creating and telling a story; it was an active role, not a purely observational one. In this
vein followers of cinéma vérité would use un-staged natural interviews, use ‘actors’ off
the street and ask the participants to be involved in the film making process.
(MORIN/ROUCH 1961 film). Rouch in particular would question the ability of a
filmmaker to be able to truly document a people or environment that they didn’t truly
understand. (ROUCH 1958 film Moi, un noir)
The followers of direct cinema where against the interpretive approach of cinéma vérité.
They believed that with the use of small (relative to what was available at the time)
hand held cameras and sound recording equipment that the filmmaker could blend into
the background, allowing the participants to forget about the cameras and act in a
completely natural way. (REF SALESMAN (1969 Albert and David Maysles and Charlotte
Zwerin + PRIMARY film ROBERT DREW) Crucially they believed that their presence
was so unobtrusive that it did not influence the people or environment that they were
documenting. For this to happen there needs to be an unwritten agreement between the
viewers, participants and filmmakers that the presence of the camera has not altered the
authenticity of the film; critics would question whether this can be a reality.
As Ylirisku and Buur state, using video in design research can be a collaborative learning
experience. Video is a rich medium; sounds and imagery combine to create a fuller
picture of a particular event, environment, person or place. The richness allows for a
greater collection of insights to be gathered that can be used to generate ideas.
How collaborative the method is depends on how the participants are engaged with the
process. The participants might merely be videoed doing their everyday activities. This
may be through a fly-on-the-wall method or where the observer engages with the
participant through the process through questions or conversation. For the participant
to be more engaged they may take control of the camera themselves, this allows them to
be in control of the content of the videos.
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J. Scripts for donation boxes
From: Ben Fletcher-Watson <Ben.Fletcher-Watson@dancebase.co.uk>
Date: Monday, 16 November 2009 14:55
To: Jon Rogers <J.Rogers@dundee.ac.uk>, "Birnie, Steven" <SB185048@ncr.com>
Subject: Scripts for donation boxes
Dear Both,
Suggested scripts for the ‘Stephen Hawking’ voice: I really liked your slightly cheeky
messages from the prototype, and I think it would be good to test these first. If they don’t
work, I’d like to test a more traditional ‘Thanks very much for your donation’ thing…
Mmmm tasty! Thank you very much.
Yum yum. Thank you.
Thanks very much. Got any more?
Very tasty. Thank you.
That’s delicious. Thanks.
Shall we keep the list of options short to start with? Or do you want me to come up with more,
or do you have any ideas on good lines?
Ben

-----------Ben Fletcher-Watson | Development Manager
Dance Base | Scotland's National Centre for Dance
14-16 Grassmarket | Edinburgh | EH1 2JU
T: 0131 225 5525 | 0131 243 0773 (Direct Line)
E: ben@dancebase.co.uk | www.dancebase.co.uk
Dance Base Limited | 14-16 Grassmarket | Edinburgh | EH1 2JU
Registered in Scotland No. SC145736 | Scottish Charity No. SC025512
This e-mail and any attachments to it may be confidential and are intended solely for the use of the individual to whom it is
addressed. Any views or opinions expressed are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of Dance Base. If
you are not the intended recipient of this email, you must neither take any action based upon its contents, nor copy or show it to
anyone. Please contact the sender if you believe you have received this email in error. Thank you.

From: Ben Fletcher-Watson <Ben.Fletcher-Watson@dancebase.co.uk>
Date: Tuesday, 8 December 2009 10:19
To: "Birnie, Steven" <SB185048@ncr.com>
Cc: Jon Rogers <J.Rogers@dundee.ac.uk>
Subject: RE: Connected collection boxes
Dear Steve,
Content: I’m happy with the content we’ve agreed so far. Presumably, it wouldn’t be that hard
to generate new content, record it in T2S software and email it to me for me to add to the
USB stick?
Testing: great
Labels: I think we do have the labels sorted in-house – I’ll check with Marketing.
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Installation (test run): Friday afternoon should be OK – say 2pm? It’s quite busy, but that’s
true all the way up to Christmas! Let me know if the power supply delays you.
Ben

From: Ben Fletcher-Watson <Ben.Fletcher-Watson@dancebase.co.uk>
Date: Friday, 18 December 2009 13:19
To: "Birnie, Steven" <SB185048@ncr.com>
Cc: Jon Rogers <J.Rogers@dundee.ac.uk>
Subject: RE: Collection boxes
Dear Steve,
All running OK. The two bits of feedback so far:
1) Voices – the FOH staff were a bit weirded out by the robot voice, so we had a go at
recording the same scripts with staff. I don’t think this went perfectly – there seemed to be a
problem with the boxes repeating track 1 without being triggered – but Nicola is getting in
touch with Mike to see if we can figure out why…
2) Cables and transformer – I think you mentioned that you’d like to separate the boxes in
their next incarnation, and this would be strongly favoured by us. The big battery / transformer
block is quite obtrusive, and we’d like to be able to move the third unit to a more prominent
position. Let us know if you want to do this in the New Year.
Ben
-----------Ben Fletcher-Watson | Development Manager
Dance Base | Scotland's National Centre for Dance
14-16 Grassmarket | Edinburgh | EH1 2JU
T: 0131 225 5525 | 0131 243 0773 (Direct Line)
E: ben@dancebase.co.uk | www.dancebase.co.uk
Dance Base Limited | 14-16 Grassmarket | Edinburgh | EH1 2JU
Registered in Scotland No. SC145736 | Scottish Charity No. SC025512
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K. Video Expo Brief
What Can NCR Be?
In advance of the Cx Workshop in August we would like you to think about
something that will help us to get an understanding of your aspirations and dreams
for NCR. The question is What Can NCR Be?
We want you to create a short 3 minute video that relates to the question using the
Flip recorders provided. There are no rules on film style, format or whether there is
post production work or not – we are not expecting to see the next Steven
Spielberg. The significant things are the content, the ability to get your message
across and enjoyment of the process.
These videos should be put on a CD so they can be shown to the group at the Cx
workshop. We will then discuss each video and understand what we have seen, what
you feel NCR can be and importantly how we can get there.
Video Expo
This method uses short 3 minute videos to record images, surroundings and people
so the researcher can understand more about the participants perceptions of a
product, space or in this case - organization.
The Video Expo can be used on various levels.
Inspiration: Analyzing the videos to generate a range of different ideas specific to a
particular design challenge. The videos help the researcher to pick out details that
may otherwise have been missed and also view a situation from another persons
viewpoint.
Understanding of participant: As designers we engaging with people, places and
communities we may have no prior knowledge of. A 3 minute video allow us to very
quickly get a better understanding of the various stakeholders, the environment and
challenges of a particular design issue. The method also gives the participant a
unique way to be actively involved in the design process while communicating their
views on a subject important to them.
Understanding of community: Using the video in this way is a good method for
capturing the wider community as opposed to a photograph as it shows the
participants interaction in real time. The videos can be viewed through the eyes of
the participant, as opposed to viewing the participant using a machine/in an
environment. Allowing the participant to control the video without the researchers
presence allows for a more natural dialogue and less obvious intrusion.
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L. NESTA: Innovation in Giving Fund application
NESTA | Connected Collection Boxes.
Innovation in Giving Fund
Section 2: Explaining your idea.
How is the idea going to make a difference?
Why do you think it is innovative?
What do you propose to do? (400 words)
http://vimeo.com/30477152
Context
“The downturn in the economy in the last eighteen months poses a double challenge to charities
right across the sector, with a potential increase in the demand for their services coupled with
concerns about declining income.” Dame Suzi Leather, Chair, Charity Commission (2009)

50% of UK charities have reported a drop in income since 20071 whilst in the
same period demand for their services has increased significantly. This is despite
the many developments in the way donations can be made online through
charity specific websites and generic services. Online tools have both raised
awareness (using social networking tools) and accessibility (through the ease of
online donations) making it easy for people who are digitally connected to make
donations to charities. On-line donations will, however, always be just one mode
of income generation for charities. The sector has many distinct characteristics
that make physical interaction between donors and fundraising campaigns an
important part of the giving process. However, away from the computer a key
touch-point between people and charities is in the form of collection boxes.
Where web-based applications have radically enhanced the ease/speed of
donation, the interaction with collection boxes has not changed.
As part of a programme of doctoral research funded by NCR’s Consumer
Experience Design group, we have designed and tested prototype charity
collection boxes that support complex interactions with the donor through
digital technology that has been scope-tested in Scotland’s national centre for
dance, Dance Base, a charity with the aim to bring dance to everyone. A hyper
localised trial of the collection boxes was conducted in the centre’s main
entrance area giving valuable feedback demonstrating the viability of embedded
digital functionality in collection boxes.
The current innovation: A local area network of collection boxes, that we are
calling Connection Boxes, are an exciting way of engaging audiences with repeat
donations to charities.
The Game Changer: We want to make a world-wide-network of collection boxes
that explore the potential for wider and deeper audience interactions for raising
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social and economic value for and to charities by enhancing their relationship
with the public.
Who’s game are we changing? We would like to explore wider and deeper
audience interactions with the Royal National Institute for the Blind. This would
involve creating the devices in larger numbers so they can be distributed
nationally. Connecting via the Internet the devices have the potential to map
giving geographically, create national feedback loops, collect physical and digital
donations, and raise awareness of the need for charitable giving.
1

Section 3: Impact.
What impact will your idea have? (200 words)
Describe the level of impact you expect your solution will have in terms of
raising/activating the giving and exchange of time, assets, money etc - and
the wider impact this will have on civil society.
Imagine a world wide web of charity collection boxes connecting donators to
recipients to charities. Consider the implication of hearing the voices of people
who have benefited from RNIB’s work across the UK. Place yourself on the high
street in conversation with a partially sighted person who has for the first time
been able to have a guide dog. Imagine now hearing that story when popping a
quid into an RNIB collection box in your corner shop. Imagine the impact of
hearing Thank You from a 1000 voices across the world. Imagine this beyond the
RNIB and in every charitable collection box in every pub, corner shop, library,
and supermarket. Now imagine this taken beyond RNIB and for every charity in
the world.
Think of social networking in the physical space between charities and people.
This is a world wide web of collection boxes to exchange stories between people
who have donated money to charities and people who have received money from
charities – a provenance web for charities.
While we are initially focusing our activity with the RNIB, the project partners
have a strong relationship with Oxfam1 and we aim to build partnerships and
further collaborations.
1

http://productresearch.dundee.ac.uk/?p=433

Section 4: Sustainability.
The Innovation in Giving Fund aims to help innovative giving platforms to
become self- sustaining. Please tell us how you will ensure the sustainability
of your solution.
(200 words)
As with any experimental, early-stage digital electronic products there is always
the very real risk that they break down. And when this happens they require
specialist (from the person who built them) technical repair that can be costly.
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We aim to de-risk this and provide a platform by for sustainability in the
following ways.


Prototype Prototype Prototype! From early experiences to final delivery,
we will ensure that they work (socially – they provide an experience that
RNIB fall in love with) and technically (that they are public-proofed and
time-proofed).



We will explore routes-to-market to enable RNIB to take ownership and
licensing of further connection boxes to a potentially global market in
partnership with NCR and the University of Dundee.

Section 6: Capacity:
Please tell us about what you need to develop or scale your idea.
1.
What budget do you require to realise your plan? (250 words)
Please indicate the overall amount of the grant you are requesting, and
provide an outline of how you propose to spend it. At this stage we do not
need a detailed itemised budget. Please include details on any resources
(financial or in kind) that you or other partners will contribute to the project.
We require people and materials to deliver a trial of 20 connection boxes
across a wide sample of donating-spaces (shops, garages, pubs, libraries, cafes,
museums – anywhere you currently find collection boxes).
People – we require a software developer and a product designer for 12
months (estimated at £60,000). We require time for Dr Jon Rogers to
mange the research and development (£5,000). Steve Birnie’s time will
be paid for by NCR.
Materials – we require an initial prototyping fund of £5,000 to explore the
best technology to deliver a manufacturable product. We then require
materials and production costs to deliver 40 collections boxes (for a trial
in 20 donation-spaces). We estimate this at £20,000.
Total People and Materials (£90,000)
We require funds for dissemination to tell the world about this game-changing
idea by using social media to promote a great video advert of the web of
collection boxes.
A commissioned advert to promote the final products - £5,000
Total game-changing idea costs - £95,000
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2.
Who are the team who would be responsible for development and
delivery of your idea? What resources or skills are not yet in place? (250
words)
Steven Birnie is a senior industrial designer at NCR with in the Consumer
Experience Design group [Cx]. He has a considerable portfolio is delivering
designed products to NCR’s clients – including CAD, design for manufacture and
consumer experience methods. He is also funded by NCR through a part-time
PhD research activity that is about understanding the role of design with in a
large multi-national corporation. Steven’s core contribution will be to mange
the design of form and manufacturing of the collection boxes; to manage the
client relationship and to capture and evaluate the user experiences.
Dr Jon Rogers is a senior lecturer in Product Design at the University of Dundee.
He has internationally recognised expertise in the design of socially innovation
exploring digital technology. Jon’s core contribution will be to mange the
delivery of the software and electronic hardware to connect the collection boxes
to the web.
We require the following two people full-time for 12 months
Software developer
To work on delivering a backend web-based service to connect the collection
boxes. This will include how to manage audio stories (how are stories collected
and archived?), to build a web-server and client to deliver stories to individual
collection boxes, to build internet connection protocols (including WiFi and GSM
networks).
Digital Product Designer
To develop, build and evaluate the collection boxes. This will require a specialist
designer who has experience of embedded digital electronics (microcontoller,
MP3..etc) technology into products alongside tradition product design and
manufacturing expertise (prototyping, CAD, digital production)
3.
Game Changer Applicants only: Describe the insights and experience
that led you to develop your idea. (150 words)
Dr Jon Rogers and Steven Birnie have collaborated for over 7 years through NCR
led student projects to PhD led research activity.
What makes this project viable?


We have deployed and evaluated a prototype1
We have designed and tested a local area network of collection boxes at
Dancebase. Dancebase are engaged in outreach programmes covering
social inclusion, education and professional development for dance
practitioners. We are currently in discussion with the Byre theatre in St
Andrews to repeat the trial.
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1

Steven Birnie and NCR have an established relationship with RNIB2
NCR have been working with the RNIB for almost 20 years. In June 2011
Steven Birnie initiated a user insights workshop between NCR and the
RNIB. The workshop enabled blind and partially sighted people to engage
with a design team and for that team to learn, understand and appreciate
their daily challenges.

http://stevebirnie.wordpress.com/2009/11/18/connected-collection-boxes/

2http://smallsocietylab.dundee.ac.uk/ncr-rnib-small-society-lab
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M. Focus Group Notes - A

Focus Group Notes

Notes from RNIB/NCR focus group of 16/6/2011
Facilitator: Ed Chandler (RNIB)
Observers: Phil Day, Andrew Colley, Andrew Smith, Steven Birnie (NCR)
Participants noted by initials for brevity & anonymity.
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Introduction
Seven participants from the Dundee area took part in a focus group event at the
Dundee Contemporary Arts Building on the 16th of June 2011. The participants
where a mixture of ages (with four being of working age and three being of
retirement age) and four were male and three were female. The day had two
main parts. The first included a trial of ATM's and self services machines in
Dundee City with wach participant was accompanied by a designer from NCR's
Consumer Experience Team. The second part was a focus group session
gathering their views and needs of self service machines. The experiences of the
trials were captured on video and have been analysed separately to the focus
group session however some limited comments were captured in the notes.
Feedback from the self service machine trial
ATMs
Participant 1

 I used an old ATM machine branded Clydesdale Bank. It had
small text on screen, keypad had small numbers and no tactile
markings.
Retail
Participant 1

 I used a self service machine at Tesco








Maze of barriers for self-service, no signage, no path markings, very
difficult to navigate.
Self-checkout had hardly any speech.
Onscreen buttons had very small text, which I couldn’t read. There was no
audio feedback after scanning the clubcard so I didn’t know that you
could start scanning items – only instructions were on screen.
Icons & lettering for payment methods too small
Pay by cash – numbers too small on screen to know hot much to pay
Difficult to find where to put notes in
Generally labels on screen are all too small

Participant 2





I can’t distinguish the method of payments screen
I didn't know where to put the money. I have to learn on one machine,
and hope it is the same
Use the ones on the Riverside, not the city centre ones.
Barriers are a major nuisance
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Participant 3



Self-checkout should be bigger print, and clearer screen graphics
Letters should contrast with background

Focus Group results
Question 1: Have you used a self service machines previously? If so what were
your experiences?
Participant 1
Did not provide a response to this question
Participant 2








I do use self-service machines - I’m used to technology, so don’t mind
using self-service.
Generally it is OK until it goes wrong, but then I can’t see what has
happened or know what to do.
Ask for help if needed
I've Learnt to use them by trial and error.
If new machines are installed, that would put me off for a while, but
would probably eventually use them when my partner encouraged me to
Worried about what I look like having to get so close to the screen
I do get used to the technology, but they [the designers of the products]
assume those who use them are just like them, and are young

Participant 3

 Never use them, no intention of using
 I don’t like to look silly
Participant 4

 If they stay the way they are, I’ll never go near them!
 I’m into gadgets, but have never used the self-checkout
machines.
 Not sure why – do it [shopping] online, or my daughter uses
it.
 Didn’t know they [self service machines] had touchscreens
 It would be good if they [self service machines] could use a
screenreader, and maybe talks to you when run finger along
screen like Apple iPhone
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 Used to use ATMs, but stopped using when they kept
changing the transaction order which meant the keystrokes
I’d learned got changed
Participant 5

 Never used before, but having used one today.
 I think with a bit of practice they could be OK, but could be
better
 I am worried about people behind getting impatient
 Simple [design/layout] is best
 I've had problems with glare and reflections on screen before
Participant 6

 I've never used one before today.
 I used 2 ATMs today.
 The big writing was OK, but couldn’t read the small writing.
 Black on white was good.
 One machine was in an alcove which meant I had to lean in
to use it, and made the keypad difficult to see
 The machine that was not in the alcove was easier to see the
keypad
 Clydesdale bank ATM had audio jack, but when plugged in
all I heard was beeps
Participant 7

 I used to use ATMs, but don’t any more. The reasons being:
 The print [onscreen] is too small
 Some [self service machines] don’t use contrasting colours
[onscreen]
 Self service checkouts are difficult to use and need clearer
information.
Question 2: What type of machines do you currently use? Do you use them on
your own or with assistance? How often do you use them? Are the types of
machine you use due to familiarity?
Participant 1



I use ATMs all the time. The reasons being:
 I have grown up with technology
 I very rarely go in the branch
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 Some ATMs are hard to use, some are better
 The ATM outside the DCA building (NCR Selfserv 34 with
Clydesdale Bank branding) has a bigger screen which is
good
 However, the RBS & Bank of Scotland ATM's have a
different layout between the two, and colour schemes vary.
This makes them harder to see [and therefore use]
 I find that dark blue is difficult to see – have to peer down to
see it. White on blue/purple is also difficult for me.
Participant 2

 I use ATMs, but tend to use the ones I know are good to use
 I really liked the one by the Dundee Contemporary Arts
(DCA) Building (identified as SelfServ 34 branded
Clydesdale). I use this one in preference to others in the area
as I can read the screen
 Animations on screen can cause problems
 White text on black background (or vice versa) is good
 Ordering of denominations varies between banks which has
meant I’ve got the wrong amount of money out
 My best friend & partner both have my PIN as sometimes I
can’t see the keys to enter PIN
 I have had my card swallowed as I've put in the wrong PIN. (I
pressed the wrong keys as I couldn’t read them)
 some ATMS are too low, have to bend down (Participants 1
and 5 supported this statement)
Participant 3

 I use a Bank of Scotland or RBS ATM as these are familiar to
me
 I do use an ATM on my own
 I [always try to] use the one in the foyer of the branch as it
has a big screen and uses black with white letters
(make/model not known).
 This is completely different to other ATMs and much better to
use.
 I use ATM on my own for the familiar ones. I've tried an
unfamiliar one (Barclays) in London and it was impossible [to
use]
Participant 4
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 I used to use them on my own, and have always had bad sight
(now have virtually none)
 Once they are upgraded, the keys change and I can’t use
them
 A few years back the local machines had screen ordering
changed quite frequently, so I got frustrated and haven’t
used them since then
 Local ATM at Fintree has an audio jack but it is not working
 Asked the banks several times and they said it was “far too
expensive” to do the software for this
Participant 5

 This participant did not provide any information but asked a
question to Participant 2: When did you start losing sight?
 I have Vitelliform macular dystrophy (a form of macular
degeneration, destroys central foveal vision, left with
peripheral vision only)
 I was diagnosed at 17, but it started effecting me from the
age of 13
 It was a steady degeneration, so I developed strategies to
cope
 I used ATMs when had better vision
 My expectation of self-service is that I should be able to use
it
Participant 6

 I use one of the ATM's in Fort St in Broughty Ferry
 I’ve always used that one, even when I was sighted
 I prefer the bigger text
 I do not usually use them [ATM's] on my own any more
 I only go once a week [to use the ATM]
 I don’t use any others as I’m used to the one I currently use
Participant 7

 I used to use ATM's, but now that I don’t have much sight I’ve
found it to be a complete waste of time as such I have more or
less stopped using them
 I've had cards swallowed on multiple occasions as can’t see
the numbers on keypad
 Love the Clydesdale machine (NCR Selfserv 34, near the
DCA building)
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 The "fish mouth" (nickname for the card slot) is perfect as it
protudes out, [making it easy to find] and it is lit and flashes
Question 3: What do you like or dislike about self service machines
Dislikes with self service machines
Participant 1

 Number pad text too small and dull to read
 Lack of tactile markers on some
Participant 2







Font size too small
Lack of contrast
Screen size too small
Lack of magnification on screen (agreed by Participant 1)
Denominations in different places on different banks (e.g. top
right sometimes 20, sometimes 50)
 Lack of personalisation (through the Chip on the card) so I am
stuck with standard screen design that may not work for me (all
participants liked this)
Participant 4

 Variation in keypads, keypad design should be standardized
 Lack of speech


Lack of inductive loop for hearing aids

General dislikes with touchscreen based self service machines

 Amount of visuals on screen
 More screen walkthroughs (e.g. to pay) [deeper menus
requiring greater interaction]
 I don't know if they are working or not because it's all screen
based.
Likes with self service machines
Participant 1
Clydesdale in Strathmartine Rd has very large screen,

 Very clear
 High resolution
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 Sharp image so don’t have to look as closely
 Illuminated green plastic card reader is good (Participant 2
and 5 agreed)
 bright
 easy to see
 stands out
Participant 2

 High definition (high resolution) screens give good clarity of
image
 raised card area (FDI) is good (Participant 5 agreed) - check
what FDI is
Participant 3

 RBS lobby has large, clear screen, and no adverts
Participant 4

 keys with tactile markers were useful, once you know what they
mean
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Question 4: What would make these machines work better for you?
Participant 1
Speech input. Walk up to ATM, it asks what you want, you reply cash, £20, not
have to put input on keypad
Speech input through mobile phone or handset – good for some, but others (K)
prefer to not have to hold something in one hand if holding dog & wallet
Participant 2
Magnification of on-screen content through button presses (supported by AK)

 Personalisation so can put card in and automatically have
font size and contrast adjusted to my preference (N
proposed, E & K support)
 Personalisation stored on card would cost initial setup time
but save bother later
 Could also personalise to switch audio on/off as needed
 Good contrast for one doesn’t work for another – need to be
able to choose colour scheme that works for me
 Use mobile to control cash machine
 Used to using my mobile, have it setup to I can use it
 So using it to control self-service would really help
 Then just get cash
 Standardise order of transactions on screen (Participant 4
agreed)
 Standardise denomination order on screen
Participant 4

 I would like speech to work on single earphone, as don’t like
having both ears blocked in public place (i.e. mono sound,
same on both sides of the stereo channel)
 speech output on every ATM
 standardised keypad with tactile markers
Question 5: Do you feel able to "walk up and use" these machines and why/why
not? (including reasons)
Participant 2

 Most ATMs are for me, but not self-checkout
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Participant 4
no
Participant 5
Not all of them
Reasons for not using:






Screen size
Font too small
No speech
Sunlight/reflections

Question 6: Do you want self-service machines to be walk up & use for you?
Participant 4

 Yes

Participant 5

 Yes. Want to stay independent
Question 7: What could help you locate an ATM or other self-service?
Participant 2

 App on phone
Participant 4

 Use personal sat nav, but not always work perfectly
 Texture on pavement may help (D agree)
 Texture have to be different to crossings
 Location aids for finding ATM –token to cause ATM to trigger
audio
 Or trigger with smart phone
 ATM then uses public audio to say
Question 8: How do you find using a touchscreen self service machine (such as a
self service checkout)?
Participant 1

 Agree, need signage and handrail to guide you through to the
machine
Participant 2

 Often has more choices
 More complex
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 More screen flips
 More choice so more difficult to use
Participant 4

 Just inaccessible. Couldn’t use it



Can’t find it because barriers in the way
How find the next one if 1 is not working? Navigation between machines
is major problem

Question 9: Are the touchscreen self service machines "walk up & use" for you?
No from all except Participant 2, who could almost use but found them very
complex
Participant 1

 I have been forced to use self-service checkout by some Tesco
staff, even though I can’t use it, same with some banks forcing
me to use ATM instead of branch
Participant 3

 Don’t want to use
Participant 4

 Would like to have choice to use or not
Participant 5

 I would like to try it and have the choice
Question 10: Do you have any further comments regarding self service machines
Changes to the Tesco self-service checkout trialled

 Payment method – only says insert clubcard, doesn’t say
anything else so don’t know to insert cash or anything else.
Curbs & navigation

 If take curbs away, guide dogs can get confused
 K – can usually feel curb, if flat can end up on road
unintentionally, then just have to keep going
 For partially sighted people flat curb vs low curb all look the
same
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 Marking lines on curb & steps are sometimes not right on the
end – sometimes have a high-contrast mark, then more of the
curb on the other side which can cause you to trip
Using self service machines

 Not everyone knows how to use self-service
 Speech can be implemented by NCR, but if customers don’t
implement it is useless
 Also if not on every machine how do we find a machine with
speech
 Audio description for TV was a successful campaign – hope for
the same success with talking ATMs
 I would like to use my local ATM, but at the moment I have to
learn the keystrokes. With speech I could use it immediately
Specific feedback on Clydesdale SelfServ 34 @ DCA
Participant 1



The ATM outside the DCA (NCR Selfserv 34 branded with
Clydesdale bank) has a bigger screen which is good

Participant 2:

 I like the ‘fishmouth’ card reader as you can see and feel where
to put card in – it sticks out and lights up
 Flashing light is where the card goes, on other ATMs the light is
above where you put the card which is confusing and difficult to
see the slot (e.g. old style bar MEI above slot).
Participant 5

 I also liked this card slot as it lights up and flashes
Participant 3

 Clydesdale SS34 by DCA is very clear, and I would avoid using
other ATMs to use this one
Participant 6

 Clydesdale bank ATM had audio jack, but when plugged in all I
heard was beeps/static
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N. Focus Group Notes – B

Focus Group Notes
Notes from RNIB/NCR focus group of 16/6/2011
Facilitator: Ed Chandler (RNIB)
Observers: Phil Day, Andrew Colley, Andrew Smith, Steven Birnie (NCR)
Participants noted by initials for brevity & anonymity.

General feedback:
ATMs
AK – old Clydesdale machine, had small text on screen, keypad had small numbers,
no tactile markings
Retail
AK – Tesco Express – lots of self-service machines.
 Maze of barriers for self-service, no signage, no path markings, very difficult
to navigate. Self-checkout had hardly any speech.
 Onscreen buttons had very small text, couldn’t read. There was no audio
feedback after scanning clubcard so didn’t know that you could start
scanning items – only instructions were on screen.
 Icons & lettering for payment methods too small
 Pay by cash – numbers too small on screen to know hot much to pay
 Difficult to find where to put notes in
 Generally labels on screen are all too small
N
 method of payments screen – can’t distinguish
 where to put money – have to learn on one machine, and hope it is the same
 Use the ones on the Riverside, not the city centre ones.
 Barriers are a major nuisance
S
 Self-checkout should be bigger print, and clearer screen graphics
 Letters should contrast with background
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Have you used self-service machines previously?
K – if they stay the way they are, I’ll never go near them!
S – Never use them, no intention of using
E – Never used before, but having used today, think with a bit of practice could be
OK, but could be better
N – Do use self-service.
 Generally it is OK until it goes wrong, but then can’t see what has happened
or know what to do.
 Ask for help if needed
 Learnt to use by trial and error.
 If new machines are put in it would put me off for a while, but would
probably eventually use them when my partner encouraged me to
 Worried about what I look like having to get so close to the screen
S – don’t like to look silly
E – worried about people behind getting impatient
D – never used
N – I’m used to technology, so don’t mind using self-service
E – simple is best
N – do get used to the technology, but they (the designers of the products) assume
those who use them are just like them, and are young
K – I’m into gadgets, but have never used the self-checkout machines.
 Not sure why – do it online, or my daughter uses it.
 Didn’t know they had touchscreens
 It would be good if they could use a screenreader, and maybe talks to you
when run finger along screen like Apple iPhone
 Used to use ATMs, but stopped using when they kept changing the
transaction order which meant the keystrokes I’d learned got changed
D – I used 2 ATMs, the big writing was OK, but couldn’t read the small writing.
 Black on white was good.
 One machine was in an alcove which meant I had to lean in to use it, and
made the keypad difficult to see
 The machine not in the alcove was easier to see the keypad
E – had problems with glare and reflections on screen before
D – Clydesdale bank ATM had audio jack, but when plugged in all I heard was beeps
S – I used to use ATMs, but don’t any more.
 Print is too small
 Some don’t use contrasting colours

Are the types of machine you use due to familiarity?
Do you use cash machines hardly ever (once in a lifetime), or regularly?
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S – Use ATM on my own for the familiar ones. Tried an unfamiliar Barclays one in
London & it was impossible
N – I use ATMs, but tend to use the ones I know are good to use
 Really liked the one by the DCA (new Clydesdale SelfServ 34). Use this one in
preference to others in the area as I can read the screen
 Animations on screen can cause problems
 White text on black background (or vice versa) is good
 Ordering of denominations varies between banks which has meant I’ve got
the wrong amount of money out
 My best friend & partner both have my PIN as sometimes I can’t see the keys
to enter PIN
 I have had my card swallowed as put in the wrong PIN – pressed the wrong
keys as I couldn’t read them
E to N, when did you start losing sight?
 Vitelliform macular dystrophy (a form of macular degeneration, destroys
central foveal vision, left with peripheral vision only)
 Diagnosed @ 17, but started effecting me from 13 onwards
 Steady degeneration, so developed strategies to cope
 Have used ATMs when had better vision
 “My expectation of self-service is that I should be able to use it”
S – I used to use ATMS, now I don’t have much sight I’ve found it to be a complete
waste of time
 Have had cards swallowed on multiple occasions as can’t see the numbers on
keypad
A – I use ATMs all the time
 Have grown up with technology
 Very rarely go in the branch
 Some ATMs are hard to use, some are better
 Clydesdale 34 had a bigger screen which is good
 RBS & BoS – layout is different between the two, and colour schemes vary
 Dark blue is difficult to see – have to peer down to see it
 Difficult to see white on blue/purple
N – some ATMS are too low, have to bend down
A – yes
E – yes, some are too low for me
S – I use BoS or RBS.
 Do use an ATM on my own
 1 in the foyer of a branch has a big screen, black with white letters.
 This is completely different to other ATMs and much better to use.
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D – I use one in Fort St in Broughty Ferry
 I’ve always used that one, even when I was sighted
 Prefer the bigger text
 Not usually use on my own any more
 Only go once a week
 Don’t use any others as I’m used to that one
K – I used to use them on my own, and have always had bad sight (now have virtually
none)
 Once they are upgraded, the keys change and I can’t use them
 A few years back the local machines had screen ordering changed quite
frequently, so I got frustrated and haven’t used them since then
 Local ATM at Fintree has an audio jack but it is not working
 Asked the banks several times and they said it was “far too expensive” to do
the software for this

Dislikes about ATMs:
N – font size too small
 Lack of contrast
 Screen size too small
 Lack of magnification on screen (agreed by AK)
A – number pad text too small and dull to read
 Lack of tactile markers on some
K – variation in keypads, keypad design should be standardized
N – denominations in different places on different banks (e.g. top right sometimes
20, sometimes 50)
N – lack of personalisation so stuck with standard screen design that may not work
for me
K – lack of speech
 Lack of inductive loop for hearing aids

Likes about ATMs:
N – high definition (high resolution) screens give good clarity of image
S – RBS lobby has large, clear screen, and no adverts
AK – Clydesdale in Strathmartine Rd has very large screen,
 very clear
 high resolution
 sharp image so don’t have to look as closely
E & N – raised card area (FDI) is good
A, E, N - Illuminated green plastic card reader is good
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 bright
 easy to see
 stands out
K – keys with tactile markers were useful, once you know what they mean

What would make them work better?
N – magnification of on-screen content through button presses (supported by AK)
 Personalisation so can put card in and automatically have font size and
contrast adjusted to my preference (N proposed, E & K support)
 Personalisation stored on card would cost initial setup time but save bother
later
 Could also personalise to switch audio on/off as needed
 Good contrast for one doesn’t work for another – need to be able to choose
colour scheme that works for me
K – would like speech to work on single earphone, as don’t like having both ears
blocked in public place (i.e. mono sound, same on both sides of the stereo channel)
AK – speech input. Walk up to ATM, it asks what you want, you reply cash, £20, not
have to put input on keypad
Speech input through mobile phone or handset – good for some, but others (K)
prefer to not have to hold something in one hand if holding dog & wallet
K – speech output on every ATM
K – standardised keypad with tactile markers
N – use mobile to control cash machine
 Used to using my mobile, have it setup to I can use it
 So using it to control self-service would really help
 Then just get cash
N & K – standardise order of transactions on screen
N - standardise denomination order on screen

Are the ATMs you currently use walk up & use for you?
K – no
E – not all of them
N – most ATMs are for me, but not self-checkout

Do you want self-service machines to be walk up & use for you?
E – yes. Want to stay independent
K - yes
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Reasons for not using:





Screen size
Font too small
No speech
Sunlight/reflections

What could help you locate an ATM or other self-service?
N – app on phone
K – use personal sat nav, but not always work perfectly
K – texture on pavement may help (D agree)
 Texture have to be different to crossings
 Location aids for finding ATM –token to cause ATM to trigger audio
 Or trigger with smart phone
 ATM then uses public audio to say

How did you find using a touchscreen device like self-checkout?
N – often has more choices
 More complex
 More screen flips
 More choice so more difficult to use
K – just inaccessible. Couldn’t use it
 Can’t find it because barriers in the way
 How find the next one if 1 is not working? Navigation between machines is
major problem
A – agree, need signage and handrail to guide you through to the machine

Are the self-checkout systems currently use walk up & use for you?
No from all except N, who could almost use but found them very complex
S – don’t want to use
K – would like to have choice to use or not
E – would like to try it and have the choice
A – have been forced to use self-service checkout by some Tesco staff, even though I
can’t use it, same with some banks forcing me to use ATM instead of branch

Changes to self-service checkout:
Payment method – only says insert clubcard, doesn’t say anything else so don’t
know to insert cash or anything else.

Curbs & navigation:
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If take curbs away, guide dogs can get confused
K – can usually feel curb, if flat can end up on road unintentionally, then just have to
keep going
For partially sighted people flat curb vs low curb all look the same
Marking lines on curb & steps are sometimes not right on the end – sometimes have
a high-contrast mark, then more of the curb on the other side which can cause you
to trip

General campaign related:
Not everyone knows how to use self-service
Speech can be implemented by NCR, but if customers don’t implement it is useless
Also if not on every machine how do we find a machine with speech
Audio description for TV was a successful campaign – hope for the same success with
talking ATMs
K – I would like to use my local ATM, but at the moment I have to learn the
keystrokes. With speech I could use it immediately

Specific feedback on Clydesdale SelfServ 34 @ DCA
N – Clydesdale SS34 – also like the ‘fishmouth’ card reader as you can see and feel
where to put card in – it sticks out and lights up
E – also liked this card reader – lit up and flashes
N – flashing light is where the card goes, on other ATMs the light is above where you
put the card which is confusing and difficult to see the slot (e.g. old style bar MEI
above slot).
S - Clydesdale SS34 by DCA is very clear, and I would avoid using other ATMs to use
this one
D – Clydesdale bank ATM had audio jack, but when plugged in all I heard was beeps
A - Clydesdale 34 had a bigger screen which is good
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O. Insight Workshops - Catalogue of Ideas

Business Insights

A1: Lightshow on Bridge - ‘Bring People to the water front with a lightshow.’
A2: Moving Advertising – ‘Moving advertising space for business – buy your own Ad
space.
A3: Bridge Mist – solar powered high power water spray creates permanent rainbow
over tay.
A4: Digital Garden – sponsored
A5: Music events announced on radio to attract visitors – attracting people to the city.
A6: Pop-up Gardens
A7: Breathing Buildings – Carbon sooker-upers
A8: Grafi-trees – seed bombs by REZM
A9: Food Stalls in Walkways – selling opportunities and creates a better vibe in city.
A10: Sticky flower graffiti – make urban environment look better.
A11: All community events board
A12: Physical ‘Like’ – personalize your likes around a city and create your own trails.
A13: Position activated sound – city info, facts
A14: Food stalls around city.
A15: Building ‘robes’ – ‘don’t look we are getting ready’ – instead of horrible looking
scaffolding and building work.
A16: More Trees? – pop-up gardens. Digital forests
A17: Art on scaffolding covers.
A18: Don’t take down horrible buildings – paint them! (nicely)
A19: Support Signage: text to support/donate
A20: Light graffiti
A21: Personal messages on digital signage – Jokes, Community messages
A22: Turing negative graffiti into a positive.
A23: Audio Tour from mobile – undiscovered history of Dundee
A24: Celebrating the graffiti and making it commercial
A25: Public Wifi point for audio tour/map – can download map onto smartphones.
A26: Wasted space on building could be used as art space.
A27: Uncool tag branding
A28: Framing tags
A29: Mood Spinners – mood wheels in public spaces – reveal how you feel!
A30: Waterfront Narrator – Turn him to face different places and read stories about
them.
Ideas dissemination
The ideas for the business insights session were very varied and ranged from clear
business opportunities to ways in which to direct people’s attention on Dundee. There
was a lot of focus on how to bring people into the city. This in turn would bring in extra
revenue. As with all the workshops there was a real pride in the city and the feelings
were that it could be promoted better and that in turn would be mutually beneficial for
the visitors and local businesses.
Graffiti is an issue in Dundee, with one ‘tag’ in particular being used throughout the local
area. The participants tried to think about how this very negative act could be
transformed into something positive for the city, even making them works of art. This
led onto acts of positive graffiti, ‘graffiti’ that would benefit the city like painted flowers
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or using light instead of paint. ‘Graffi-trees’ was an interesting concept of using seed
bombs to distribute wild flowers and trees within the city.
Personalisation was something that came up in several discussions. There was a
blurring between the virtual and the physical through ‘physical apps’ such as ‘Like’
stickers that could be stuck by the residents of the city – this could be geo-tagged and
build up a data base of things Dundee residents ‘like’ throughout Dundee. There was
also the thought that digital signage could be personalized so messages could be left –
public text messages or targeted advertising.
There are key areas of the city that the participants felt could be utilized far better such
as the waterfront. It is such a great asset to the city with stunning views and sunsets. It
is a historic location that could be communicated better to the residents and visitors.
There were some ideas about using the area for public light shows or permanent
mist/light displays. As well as promoting the artistic side of Dundee it was felt that this
too could bring more people to the city.
The Business Insights session was a very productive workshop; there were 6
participants in all and it was the first workshop so we were all unsure how it would
work. We only had 20 minutes to generate the ideas after we had created the videos and
printed the insights – to create 30 ideas in that short time is a good achievement.

Community Insights
B1: Personal Headlines – write your own headline on billboard.
B2: ‘What’s happening in Dundee’ – digital displays from around the
city/advertising/events
B3: Show a journey – footsteps marked out on the street.
B4: Ornaments Wall - Object show what the people of a city are really like – have a
display cabinet/wall showing them
B5: Where are the street performers?
B6: Engaging with the community - Keep things light hearted to spark a response.
B7: Sculpture paths – Use sculpture to draw people into the city.
B8: More public statues/images? ‘Motivational posters using well known Dundee
images.’
B9: Digital Homeless – give tourists recommendations.
B10: Barometer tower – instead of clocks – show the mood of the city.
B11: Wind (and coin) activated sculpture.
B12: Fundraising Campaign. Capital of the arts and homelessness.
B13: Useful Clocks – more clocks that can be seen all over the place. Also displays other
useful stuff – up high!
B14: Real People of Community – show the real people of the community – not just a
shadow, real stories. Communication, bringing people together.
B15: How do we map the community?
B16: Story Teller – telling stories on the bus route. Relates to people, place and time.
B17: Collect stories of a community – record 5 min story and send back.
B18: Street signage/branding – ‘Give us a smile’
B19: Street café in Carid Hall square.
B20: Twin Lights - Street lights shine on opposite bench in twinned city.
B21: How can we use public spaces? Street performance, music, community spaces.
B22: Make an effort!
B23: How to connect isolate communities?
B24: Harness word of mouth network.
B25: Opening cultural connections – tweeting seat (real time)
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B26: Pop-up Fair for community.
B27: Digital display on the street – cultural events, local events.
B28: Hidden cultural diversity in Dundee
B29: ‘Community Areas’ – Promote, communicate – outdoor, city centre
B30: Community Happy Hour – reinvent happy hour.
B31: OCTV?
B32: Community Assets – Highlight the ‘good things’
B33: Big town clean-up then to the pub.
B34: Can we get paranoia OFF the street?
B35: Rewards. Incentives.
Ideas dissemination
Pride in the city of Dundee was again evident throughout the discussion and idea
generation session. A large element of the discussion focused around how Dundee could
promote itself better, Dundee the brand. In order to do this Dundee must realize its
assets and highlight them to not only visitors but the people of Dundee. There was much
focus around getting the people of Dundee to take pride in their city and raising their
awareness of what was happening around them. Being able to break down the barriers
between people and easing them out of their insular perspective was discussed as a
positive thing.
It was identified that Dundee was a city with a rich cultural diversity but you ‘really had
to look for it’. There are various cultural networks that could be tapped into though
community awareness projects, community happy hours and through facilitating
cultural connections.
It was thought that it would be interesting to have different ways to map a community –
not just in the geographical sense. Cultural mapping, historical – leveraging stories and
knowledge from the local community. Then importantly sharing those insights.

Charity Insights:
C1: A place to meet – talking point.
C2: Street activities for awareness and engagement - empty space or stage
C3: Tell me a story bench – stimulates conversation.
C4: Recycle bins for charitable organisations.
C5: QR tagging for clothes that have been donated to charity so they can carry a
story/message.
C6: Charity Awareness - Range of charity boxes in central point.
C7: Homeless survival kit dispenser.
C8: Swap shop – community chest - a point to pick up free useful items.
C9: Charity lamp post.
C10: Charity flag – informing of different charities.
C11: Charity Awareness – Stand in an area that represents a charity you give money to.
C12: Dundee tea dance.
C13: Fun charity boxes.
C14: Only lights up if it receives donations.
C15: Charity info point on street.
C16: Donation indicator – flag height represents amount being donated.
C17: Community spaces – performance space. Giving people a sense of personalized
space.
C18: Pop-up community spaces – raise awareness of charity. Sponsored spaces.
C19: Blues Bonanza – sponsored by charity – linking charity with big local events.
C20: Ready-made soap box.
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C21: City Identity – landmarks and information points.
C22: ‘Sell’ advertising on cars – charity awareness.
C23: ‘Branding’ the strollers around the city.
C24: Information point in public areas.
C25: Voluntary kiosk – get info, times, dates, contact info.
C26: Sell items for however much people would like to pay for them.
C27: Charity kiosks with video links to 3rd world regions.
C28: What will be the next fashion statement for charity?
C29: On the street advertising of charity events.
Ideas dissemination
There were different strands to the discussions during the workshop. These were
focused around communication of charitable organizations, support networks for
people in need and increasing voluntary contributions by individuals for the community.
There are many charitable organizations in Dundee but it was felt that they could do
more to promote themselves and raise awareness of the specific issues they are striving
to support. Some of the ideas included kiosks that would have a video link to the area of
the world they are trying to support – so people could see the conditions, see the real
people affected. There were various ideas around collection boxes, having them in
highly visible, high traffic areas to people so see the progress and amount of money
being donated – this could be displayed in a very visual way.
Many people do want to support their community and or a particular charity. The issue
is that if people do want to offer their support they have to make a real proactive effort
to do so, which isn’t always that easy. The group discussed the idea of making
volunteering easier. This may be done through a self-service kiosk or a manned position
in the main city square that would offer support and contact to individuals.
Having a member from a homeless charity group, who had experienced life on the street
first hand allowed the rest of the group to understand how living on the street is a hard
and lonely experience. The group discussed how design could support young people on
the street through different support networks. A concept was the production and
distribution of ‘Homeless Survival Kits’ through self-service terminals. These could be
accessed 24 hours a day in exterior environments. Simpler, more personal and human
ideas were creating channels for homeless people to meet people, to talk through their
problems. These concepts may also work for the general public as a way for the
community to know each other better and stimulate communication.

NCR | RNIB Workshop
D1: Shelf Viewers – sliding/magnifying displays
D2: GPS Sheepdog – satnav collar. Leads via different beeps – left, right, stop. Train Blind
dogs as per sheep dogs. Responds to beeps, directs person to ATM – Blind owner says
“ATM” – dog guided by beeps.
D3: Pointer descriptions – Move finger around screen as much as you want, machine
reads out options. Double-tap to select when you find the right one.
D4: Text-to-speech standard for ATMs. Implemented as hardware solution which works
with generic software.
D5: Bluetooth headsets replace headphone jacks.
D6: Screen Guard to reduce glare on screen.
D7: Blue illuminated button on audio-jack status and location.
D8: Card goes in machine and tells user where audio jack is and how to use it.
D9: Sensor on pole – vibrate/audio to guide/warn user.
D10: Option to remove graphics + replace with bigger text.
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D11: Banking + POS – Device reads the amount out loud.
D12: Light strips on ground lead by illumination.
D13: Audio Guidance – “self-service check out here” every 10 secs?
D14: Guide stick that guides you to specific places.
D15: Range of devices used to sense/guide to preset items. Nike +/ SatNav type devices.
D16: Interactive white stick – detects signals from intelligent pavements.
D17: A flat curb with a different texture.
D18: Colour customisation – flip colour of text and background.
D19: Personal preferences stored on bank card. – Programmed with accessibility
preferences.
D20: Light the path to SS technology.
D21: Card Orientation – notch in card to aid orientation.
D22: Visual/tactile strips to guide to next phase on self-service tech.
D23: Subsurface touch screen proximity sensing buttons.
D24: Air holes to guide user through transaction.
D25: Choice of text or symbols.
D26: Card holds personal settings.
D27: Speech!
D28: Hi visibility barriers.
D29: Beeping barriers.
D30: Customer education – Google home page displays what a visually impaired person
would see.
D31: Zoom in buttons.
D32: Magnify button.
D33: Press button to tell user the amount.
D34: ATM with leader lines to parts with embossed shapes to indicate what they do.
D35: Eye tracking magnifier + audio – blink to press?
D36: Guerilla evaluation – tactile stickers – “this is broken”
D37: High contrast writing – at head height, increase font size.
D38: Roll of tape to mark a feature as broken.
D39: Pre-record + save audio labels for everything.
D40: Embossed barcode – feel where barcode is on item.
D41: Radar location aids.
D42: Musical steps – pitch gets higher.
D43: tactile touch screen – raised surfaces on screen (dynamic).
D44: ATM ‘becomes accessible’ on approach – sensor in users packet.
D45: ATM lead-through – vibrating band.
D46: Strong contrast – steps, stairs, kerbs, self-service.
D47: Complete transaction on phone and text machine to receive cash?
D48: Phone machine to carry out transaction.
D49: Iphone radar to locate ATM.
D50: Binocular ATM.
D51: ATM floor texture.
D52: Texture tells user how close to ATM.
D53: ATM texture
D54: Use full screen space.
Ideas dissemination
I facilitated the workshop with blind and partially sighted members of the community
and the Consumer Experience (Cx) design team from NCR as a way for the team to
understand the real issues first hand. The workshop allowed the designers to
understand the particular issues blind and partially sighted users have when interacting
with self-service technology. For a large faceless multi-national corporation to engage
with the local community may not be new, (examples?) but it has certainly not been
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done in this way at NCR before. The workshop was focused around communication and
understanding. The team needed to know how, if at all, the participants interacted with
self-service devices. They needed the participant’s advice and knowledge so it could be
fed back into the corporation and influence the development of the next generation of
self-service devices.
Before the workshop started all of the Cx team members were given a very quick
introduction into guiding a visually impaired user by Ed Chandler (title) from the RNIB
(Royal National Institute for the Blind). The team members paired up, with one being
the guide and the other closing his/her eyes and allowing to be led. It was a surprisingly
unsettling experience. The fear and urge to just open your eyes was overwhelming; their
needed to be real trust between the pairings. This short exercise focused the design
team on how difficult everyday life must be with visual impairments.
After a brief introduction from Ed and myself explaining the process for the day the
group was paired up, Cx team member with blind or partially sighted participant. The
groups were then given a flip camera and asked to record their journey to and
interaction with self-service devices around Dundee (illustrated on a map). On their
return the videos were collected and some were briefly edited while a focus group was
taking place. All the videos had screen grabs of particular events taken and printed off.
The screen grabs acted as catalysts for the generation of new ideas and a general
discussion by the whole group.
The ideas questioned how the participant’s life could be made easier by improvements
in technology, local services, common sense changes and infrastructure improvements.
As the groups recorded not only interactions with technology but also a journey it
allowed the ideas to open up and consider the wider infrastructure and community
failings for people with visual impairments. Simple things like crossing the street,
approaching a set of stairs or avoiding road works become major, even life threating,
obstacles.
What was learned from the exercise?
Viewing videos doesn’t work with visually impaired participants..
A real understanding of the participant’s requirements is required so appropriate
planning and preparation can be done before the workshop. This is not only so the event
runs as smoothly as possible but it is also a health and safety issue.
Self-service devices are not generally used by the visually impaired – ATMs possibly,
self-service checkouts very rarely if at all.
Having the ability to customize the screen interaction would be a huge benefit to the
user – screen contrast, colours used, layout, font size.
High contrast and distinct colour coding would be very beneficial.
The bright MEEIs are helpful but could still be better at showing area of the slot of
inputting a card. Often the MEEIs are located a few centimeters from the slot – these
should be as close as possible.
Larger displays are better for the visually impaired if used in the correct way – correct
contrast, scale, and layout. Touch screens are impossible if they do not have some sort of
audio feedback.
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Many of the visually impaired users were unaware of the ATMs ability to give private
audio. This is surely the responsibility of the Bank and the RNIB to promote this further.
The audio jack isn’t always easy to find by some participants, although NCR does
endeavor to keep it in a consistent location.
All the design team gained a vast amount from this experience. There was an acute
awareness of the impact of the design decisions made at the beginning of a product
development effect real people’s lives.
The participants got something from the experience too. They were given the
opportunity to get their thoughts, feelings, concerns and ideas across to people who can
influence products that will allow them to have greater independence. All the
participants wanted to be involved again in any further usability trials or workshops.
That in itself is a great benefit to NCR as getting access to people with particular
disabilities can often be a challenge.
Some of the participants stated that there was no opportunity for people with the same
challenges as themselves to meet up and discuss things. This may be something that the
local authorities could pursue. There may well be local groups but the people with the
disabilities need to know about them.
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P. Small Society Feedback Notes
Synopsis of the daily experiences of Participant A on the day of the
RNIB Insights workshop 15th June 2011
















Participant A is a 40 year old female, how was diagnose at 17 with Macular
Degeneration; however she stated that she had experienced symptoms since she was
13.
Participant A stated that she is become less independent, although she was very active
in her younger years (kite surfing, rock climbing, horse riding etc.) but due to previous
musculo-skeletal injuries has had to give most of these activities up – except the horse
riding as this is her job.
Participant A stated that she would go out of her way to use the new Self-Serv machine
outside the Clydesdale bank at the DCA. She said the screen resolution and high
contrast helped her to view the information on the screen. She was surprised to hear that
some ATMs have the audio option, she said her other partially sighted and blind friends
did not know this either. We tried using the one at the DCA to test this function but
unfortunately the option was not activated on the machine, which was very disappointing.
She felt that having her screen format preferences (inverted colours with white on black)
saved on the chip of her bank cards would allow her to use each ATM regardless of
service provider. She also stated that she has the same PIN number of all her cards and
had requested different designs and colours on her cards to help her work which account
card I which e.g. blue, red and black. She also stated that her 2 best friends and her
partner knew her PIN numbers so they could help with transactions when they are out
together, e.g. dinner payments in a dark or dimly lit restaurant.
Participant A described her issues with POS machines; she cannot see the display to
read the value which she is being charged. She stated that when they ask her to check
the amount and press enter, she has to take their word for it. She said when she worked
in France they had had an option on their POS machines that would read the amount
aloud, which she felt was invaluable to being independent. She said she feels silly
having to look down to desk level to try and read a fixed position POS screen, but
preferred the ones which could be lifted up out of the cradle. She said she could not read
to old style screens which have a green tint to the screen colour and pixilated text. She
stated that she can orientate herself around the 5 key due to the raised pip, but her main
problem is not being able to see the value.
Regarding the ticket machines at the train station, Participant A said she does not use
them at all. She said when she uses the trains, she would get her white stick out (to
make people more helpful) and go to the ticket office for help.
While trying to use the journey planner she had to get within 5 inches of the screen itself
to read the text, the touch screen was not obvious to Participant A as she can had no
context of the machines functions when so close to the screen. The keyboard was silver
with black text, which allowed for reflection on the keys making it impossible to discern
the letters. The home, back etc buttons are small and colour coded but only through
guide help could she find and read these buttons and the help, contact us etc buttons
were very small and at the bottom of the screen, Participant A would never have found
them had she needed help.
Regarding the travel info on the high screen, Participant A could not see this information
at all, she could tell there was a column of white writing, then a column of yellow text but
could not focus or read in the text, as it positioned too far away and she does not do well
with black background with yellow text, white text is better for her, but only if she can get
up close to it.
Regarding the use of the ticket machine, this was impossible, the white text on a blue
background made the contrast insufficient. Also where white is used for text and button
outlines and there are shadows on the buttons, this makes it very difficult for Participant A
to discern characters from visual noise.
We spoke about self-serve checkouts, but did not use any on the day. Participant A
stated that she could not tell the difference between a picture of an apple, onion or
orange so the pictures on the fruit and vege screens were of no use to her, also the
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contrast level made it very difficult to read the info on screen without having to move her
head to within 5 inches of the screen itself. Participant A suggested that a button invert
the colours and remove the visual noise would allow her to be more independent.
Participant A sated that she had not learned Braille, and even if she had the Braille cues
in the environmental space are no use unless you know where to find them e.g. the side
of toilet doors. She stated that she could not see the signs for toilets until she was up
close, then if it was the men toilets she felt awkward being up close to the door when
some man opened it!
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Q. Small Society Feedback Notes

Insights Workshop
Profile:
Participant B is a retired lady in her early 80s and is partially sighted as
a result of Glaucoma, although is virtually blind in one eye. Her
condition started about 10 years ago and has gradually worsened. Due
to her condition and a recent heart attack she now relies heavily on
her husband, who carries out many of the everyday errands, such as
visiting the post office and going to the shops. Her daughter normally
carries out the weekly shop for Participant B .
In the past Participant B has been known to be very active, being a
keen tennis player and going on trips/holidays on a regular basis with
her husband. Even in recent years she has been a committed bowls
player, but is now struggling to play as a result of her sight.
As her sight has only deteriorated in the past 10 years, Participant B
has experience with ATMs. However, now she normally gets her
husband to withdraw money for her.
She has never used a self-service checkout, although admits if she were
to gain some experience with them she would likely be more willing to
do so more regularly.

Key insights:
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Surface Contrasts
- Keypad
Participant B complimented the use of different colours to
distinguish the keypad from the surrounding fascia on the ATM at
the Halifax Bank of Scotland. She also mentioned how the
different coloured buttons on the keypad helped her.
She again commented on the advantage of the contrasts on the
keypad when at the newer Clydesdale ATM by the DCA.
The usefulness of contrasting surfaces was emphasised when in
the elevator at the DCA. The buttons were the same stainless steel
material as the entire interior of the elevator, and Participant B
was unable to locate the button panel, let alone the one that she
wanted to press.
- Card/Cash/Receipt Slots
Although Participant B suggested the contrasting surfaces
indicating the card/cash/receipt slots helped her, when using the
machine it was evident that she still had trouble locating the exact
place to enter her card or receive cash.
This coincides with a group discussion later in the day when
several participants noted how the lights that indicate these areas
are often located a few cms above the actual slots.
Screens
- Size
Participant B immediately commented on her preference for the
larger screen on the new ATM at the Clydesdale Bank by the DCA
over the smaller screen on the older Halifax machine.
- Position
The position of the screen in the wall at Halifax made it
uncomfortable for Participant B as she needs to get very close to
enable her to read it. However, she did understand the need for it
to be inset due to glare. The machine at Clydesdale proved less
inconvenient as it was at a better height and she didn’t need to
bend over to get close to it.
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- Keys
As she finds it difficult to read the screen, it is makes things even
more awkward for Participant B when the physical buttons on the
surround don’t match the options displayed on the screen.
Sound
- Headphone Accessibility (Clydesdale ATM)
Participant B was initially unaware that some ATMs have the
ability to accommodate headphones. She showed genuine
interest in this and suggested that she wouldn’t mind carrying
earphones in her purse if it helped her use these machines.
However, she was frustrated to find that this feature wasn’t
working on the Clydesdale machine.
Slopes/Bumps
As a general note, Participant B found it hard to distinguish rises
and falls in the pavements. She could determine curbs and
irregular surfaces (eg: cobbles), however general slopes or bumps
often caught her by surprise.
General notes/feedback:
It was interesting to note from the discussions, both with Participant B
and the other participants, that they appreciate it isn’t possible to please
everyone. They know NCR can’t just design a machine that solves all the
issues they have, acknowledging that other people have different
problems to theirs.
Participant B pointed out that there were no particular groups or
committees in the local area for people with conditions such as herself.
There are several national societies, but you only receive leaflets and
magazines. She suggested that the opportunity to meet with people in
similar circumstances and discuss their problems/solutions would be of
great interest to her.
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R. Small Society Feedback Notes

Insights Workshop
Participant C
Key insights:
Every ATM is different, which means visually impaired users can’t even
memorise a ‘step-by-step’ process to use them.
There are many electronic assistance devices for visually impaired
people. These are awkward to carry together: Participant C has to use
various bags and pouches to contain these.
- Manufacturers know that visually impaired people need these
devices and therefore price them extortionately.
While pedestrian crossings are distinguished by the pattern on the
surrounding paving, this provides no guidance towards the button to
operate the crossing.
Touch-screens are impossible to use. A ‘screen-reader’ would help by
reading out options with a single tap, and a double tap action would be
used to select an option and proceed through the transaction.
- While this would improve self-service kiosks, Participant C prefers
that ATMs have physical buttons along the screen… perhaps the single
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tap voice command, double tap to select could be integrated into
ATMs.
General notes/feedback:
I was surprised to find that the workshop identified a major problem
with banks and their ignorance of the needs of visually impaired
customers – I imagine this would be against their own policies.
It would be great to repeat the workshop with representatives from
major banks – I think this could really make a difference…
Labelling flip cams would be a good idea for the next workshop!
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S. Small Society Feedback Notes
Andrew WD Smith | UI Designer
NCR

Synopsis of experience with participant D.
15th June 2011 RNIB workshop, DCA Dundee.
Participant D is a gentleman in his 50s from the Menzieshill area of Dundee. He
started to lose his sight 9 years ago following an assault in his workplace, although
these incidents were not related. He still has some sight in his left eye but has been
legally blind for 4 years. Participant D is currently unemployed, having previously
worked in a bookmakers in Lochee. Participant D was a member of a now defunct
local performing arts group and has an interest in the theatre.
Participant D can not read Braille. At home he sometimes uses Dolphin screen
reading technology but he usually uses a magnifier. Participant D described how he
is keen to persevere with the sight that he has left rather than use screen readers
and audio. Participant D walks with a white stick and prefers to use this than be
guided. Participant D opined that the main obstacle to him easily completing
everyday tasks was the inconsiderate nature of other people rather than any specific
piece of design or technology. Participant D felt as a relatively recently blind person
he was sometimes at a disadvantage compared to more experienced blind people.
We visited the new SelfServ at the Clydesdale bank on Nethergate. Participant D
had not used this new ATM before and was surprised at how clear the screen and
PIN pad was. He liked the large screen although said he would like to zoom up the 8
main menu fdk options. Although he doesn’t often use any self service devices any
more, he thought he could just about use this ATM. Participant D was not aware of
the audio support on ATMs. I asked him if he could find the headphone jack on the
fascia of the ATM: he couldn’t, and said he would prefer not to use it anyway.
Every other ATM we looked at received a less favourable response. All had smaller
and less bright screens. Sunlight on the screen was a frequent problem. The worst
were the Halifax machines on Castle Street; these still use the small, green and
black displays.
We examined a digital sign in the window of Thomas Cook which Participant D
thought was excellent. It was a large (over 40”) portrait plasma screen. He could
read the text without too much difficulty. It was set back from the shop window and
although there were a lot of reflections, the brightness of the screen seemed to
compensate for this. My estimate is that most of the text he could read was over 2”
in vertical height. I asked him if he found light text on a dark background or vice
versa easier to read, as both were being displayed on the screen. He thought the
light text / dark background was easier. There were some particularly egregious
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type colour choices displayed at one point; orange text on a royal blue background
which was not readable.
We didn’t visit the Tesco self checkouts. Participant D had never used these and
wasn’t keen to try.
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T. Pillar ATM – Participant workshop feedback
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U. IDEA Award Certificate
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V. Mobile Insights Brief
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Mobile Insights
NCR | Product Design MSc | NID

Background

The use of mobile technologies and communications in India over the past 5/10 years
has been prolific. India has the world’s second largest number of mobile phone users
with over 881 million as of October 2011. Although the percentage of population that
have access to the Internet in any form is low there are still 40 million users who use
their mobiles to access the internet.
In countries such as the UK use of the Internet has started with fixed line access due to
the nature of legacy copper cable infrastructure. Where in many Western countries the
advent of mobile technologies was seen as an evolutionary step forward, in developing
nations it could be seen as a mobile revolution, bypassing infrastructure investments
other countries have made.
India does not have the same legacy issues as the UK; they can effectively leap-frog the
UK and move to a much more mobile and inherently accessible mode of internet access.
With countries such as India, China and those in Africa spearheading the mobile
revolution companies, like NCR, are looking to them to understand how business and
consumers are adopting mobile technologies and the opportunities this may create.

Focus

It is important for NCR to gain user insights into and understand the current state and
possible future uses of mobile technology in India.
NCR has a business focus in many industries, in particular financial, retail, travel and
hospitality. How do consumers currently interact through their mobile devices with
these industries? How is this interaction going to shape these industries in the future?
What does this mean for the future of self-service hardware and interaction design?
From a Universal Design perspective, what does the mobile revolution mean for
inclusion – illiteracy, disability, and social impact?
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Output

The MSc Product Masters team are to investigate the questions through engagements
with students of NID, the local community and sites within an urban environment. They
will use a series of methods from Video Insights, interviews, observations and
workshops.
The main deliverable to NCR will be a ‘Mobile Insights’ review document. This should be
presented in a PDF format ready to print.
The document is to be designed to communicate:
 Consumer insights.
 Review of process.
 Ideas for NCR – service innovations, self-service technology,
consumer interaction.
The core insights should be collated in a series of edited videos.
There is to be a presentation of the insights, process and outcomes to the NCR Consumer
Experience [Cx] team. (Expected date end February 2012)
NCR would also request all the raw video files to be collated for a NCR internal database
and for future reference.
The project agreement ‘INDIA Research Project Agreement Jan 2012’ governs the
project.
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W. Transcript From Mobile Insights Focus Group 1
Focus group 1 transcript extracts
Ahmedabad, India
19-01-12
Participants
A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, SB
7 females – aged between 19 and 25
2 males – aged between 24 and 34
1:51 – (SB) There was a question that came up the other day from a guy saying we
should have a question asking about how many mobile you have, we would never have
thought about that type of question because in the UK you only have one mobile.
2:20 – (H) How are your phones paid for? (E) There are 2 kinds of things, you have a
prepaid account and you have a post paid account, you could really ask about whether
they have a prepaid or post paid connection. In a prepaid connection you pay for your
usage. Its more like a debit card. And post paid is like a credit card….you have a choice…
4:11 – (E) if you have a prepaid account the chances are it will not work because of the
roaming charges where are in post paid you as definitely going to pay for it.
5:00 – (B) …as a student I would prefer a prepaid so I can keep track of my calling but
for someone who does not want to worry about running out of calling time would prefer
a post paid.
12:10 – (SB) Can you catogorise in terms of profession what type of phone that they
have?
(C) Yeah Yeah, mechanics will prefer to have a cell phone which is really sturdy, which
you know if at all it falls down nothing happens to it. It probably has features like a
torch, inbuilt torch and stuff
(SB) oh really?
(C) which is there in Nokia phones
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(SB) So they like the fact it has got additional features that can help them with their
work?
(C) Yeah. The radio is one thing, if you are a truck driver you want a radio. You don’t
have up to date music or anything but you always have access to something,
entertainment.
13:02 – (F) according to research one thing that they want is a speaker.
(SB) A speaker, that’s a priority?
(F) yeah.
13:15 – (A) Many people want small phones, phones that have bluetooth facilities, a
good camera, because these are people who don’t have digital cameras and the phone
does everything. It has a good camera and can transfer amongst their friends. There is
no other way to transfer, they are very good. All my friends at home are very good with
the bluethooth, very fast. We can send files to each other, music. This is something you
will not be able to understand. This is not WiFi enabled and the internet you get
charged, so something you can do amongst yourself, something. Which is transferring
music, they have a connection to their phone, to their other friend. These are things that
are not internet dependent.
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X. Transcript From Mobile Insights Focus Group 2
Focus group 2 transcript extracts
Ahmedabad, India
23-01-12
Participants
A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, SB
8 females – aged between 19 and 25
3 males – aged between 20 and 34
Minutes:
0:42 – (SB) In terms of branding Nokia was one that was coming out. People can really
associate that with being a robust phone but not a high end phone. Obviously you have
your iphones, Samsungs, and stuff up in that bracket but the Nokia is very much seen as
a lower end phone? Would that be correct?
(A) mmm no not. Nokia is seen as very good. Infact Nokia is infact associated with a very
high end phone just before Samsung and LG hit the market. Nokia is not like a cheap
good brand but a good good brand.
(G) you see Samsung and Iphone in that market because Nokia did not have an Android
OS…so people prefer either having an Android or an Iphone.
(A) But the minute a Nokia comes out with an android it will do well in India. Its got a
good battery, its sturdy, all the they want.
(SB) So its actually got a very positive brand
(A) yeah, a very positive brand, compared to LG.
(B) People are used to Nokia, it has just been in the last 3 or 4 years that these other
phones have started.
2:36 – (B) The whole idea of using a cell phone was introduced by Nokia. There is brand
loyalty in India.
(SB) Do you think brand loyalty still plays a very big part? Or are people willing to go
with whatever? Very quickly switch onto different brands. Or is brand loyalty a big thing
in India
(F) Yeah In India it is.
(A) For purchasing, it is either past experiences or word of mouth from their neighbours
(F) It is a big thing, brand loyalty
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3:36 (G) In India it is also the after sales service that you have
1:21:20 – (A) Women are the ones who do the finances, they could manage, they could
do the mobile banking, they could do the transaction, they could learn sitting at home.
1:21:40 – (SB) When we talk about mobile phones and the older generation, would the
mother have the mobile phone or just the father, or would they both have their own
mobiles? (C) Maybe one per family (SB) and would it be the father that would have
ownership of that? (C) yeah
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Y. Mobile Insights Questionnaire
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Z. Infographic from questionnaire
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AA. Mobile Insights Service Journeys
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BB. Mobile Insights – Semi-structured Interview notes
Focus group 1 transcript extracts
Ahmedabad, India
19-01-12
Participants
A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, SB
7 females – aged between 19 and 25
2 males – aged between 24 and 34
1:51 – (SB) There was a question that came up the other day from a guy saying we
should have a question asking about how many mobile you have, we would never have
thought about that type of question because in the UK you only have one mobile.
2:20 – (H) How are your phones paid for? (E) There are 2 kinds of things, you have a
prepaid account and you have a post paid account, you could really ask about whether
they have a prepaid or post paid connection. In a prepaid connection you pay for your
usage. Its more like a debit card. And post paid is like a credit card….you have a choice…
4:11 – (E) if you have a prepaid account the chances are it will not work because of the
roaming charges where are in post paid you as definitely going to pay for it.
5:00 – (B) …as a student I would prefer a prepaid so I can keep track of my calling but
for someone who does not want to worry about running out of calling time would prefer
a post paid.
12:10 – (SB) Can you catogorise in terms of profession what type of phone that they
have?
(C) Yeah Yeah, mechanics will prefer to have a cell phone which is really sturdy, which
you know if at all it falls down nothing happens to it. It probably has features like a
torch, inbuilt torch and stuff
(SB) oh really?
(C) which is there in Nokia phones
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(SB) So they like the fact it has got additional features that can help them with their
work?
(C) Yeah. The radio is one thing, if you are a truck driver you want a radio. You don’t
have up to date music or anything but you always have access to something,
entertainment.
13:02 – (F) according to research one thing that they want is a speaker.
(SB) A speaker, that’s a priority?
(F) yeah.

13:15 – (A) Many people want small phones, phones that have bluetooth
facilities, a good camera, because these are people who don’t have digital
cameras and the phone does everything. It has a good camera and can transfer
amongst their friends. There is no other way to transfer, they are very good. All
my friends at home are very good with the bluethooth, very fast. We can send
files to each other, music. This is something you will not be able to understand.
This is not WiFi enabled and the internet you get charged, so something you can
do amongst yourself, something. Which is transferring music, they have a
connection to their phone, to their other friend. These are things that are not
internet dependent.
Focus group 2 transcript extracts
Ahmedabad, India
23-01-12
Participants
A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, SB
8 females – aged between 19 and 25
3 males – aged between 20 and 34
0:42 – (SB) In terms of branding Nokia was one that was coming out. People can really
associate that with being a robust phone but not a high end phone. Obviously you have
your iphones, Samsungs, and stuff up in that bracket but the Nokia is very much seen as
a lower end phone? Would that be correct?
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(A) mmm no not. Nokia is seen as very good. Infact Nokia is infact associated with a very
high end phone just before Samsung and LG hit the market. Nokia is not like a cheap
good brand but a good good brand.
(G) you see Samsung and Iphone in that market because Nokia did not have an Android
OS…so people prefer either having an Android or an Iphone.
(A) But the minute a Nokia comes out with an android it will do well in India. Its got a
good battery, its sturdy, all the they want.
(SB) So its actually got a very positive brand
(A) yeah, a very positive brand, compared to LG.
(B) People are used to Nokia, it has just been in the last 3 or 4 years that these other
phones have started.
2:36 – (B) The whole idea of using a cell phone was introduced by Nokia. There is brand
loyalty in India.
(SB) Do you think brand loyalty still plays a very big part? Or are people willing to go
with whatever? Very quickly switch onto different brands. Or is brand loyalty a big thing
in India
(F) Yeah In India it is.
(A) For purchasing, it is either past experiences or word of mouth from their neighbours
(F) It is a big thing, brand loyalty
3:36 (G) In India it is also the after sales service that you have
1:21:20 – (A) Women are the ones who do the finances, they could manage, they could
do the mobile banking, they could do the transaction, they could learn sitting at home.
1:21:40 – (SB) When we talk about mobile phones and the older generation, would the
mother have the mobile phone or just the father, or would they both have their own
mobiles? (C) Maybe one per family (SB) and would it be the father that would have
ownership of that? (C) yeah
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CC. Mobile Insights – full list of insights gathered
Core Insights
1 - Technical literacy divide in age demographics (ci)
2 - social divide in technical literacy (ci)
3 - Word of mouth is the overriding trusted (ci)
4 - Value of paper (i.e. analog output) (ci)
5 - At home the banking is done predominantly done by females. (ci)
6 - Mobile phones a ubiquitous (ci)
7 - Many consumers have more than one mobile phone or sim (ci)
8 - Cross functionality of phones - Torch, radio, bluetooth are regularly deciding factors
in consumer behaviour (ci)
9 - Internet connectivity on mobiles is not a defining factor in the consumer buying
behaviour (ci)
10 - Social networking is a key function on a mobile phone (ci)
11 - Mobile Banking is rarely used due to poor connectivity, lack of trust and poor
consumer experiences (ci)
12 - Consumers would use their laptop to access internet banking (ci)
13 - Consumers still hold value in craft and tradition. (ci)
14 - Lack of trust in digital services, especially banking - lack of 3g, tactility, interface (ci)
15 - Communication breakdown, language barriers and illiteracy (ci)
16 - Paper based news services still dominate news distribution (ci)
17 - Bluetooth is a common attribute, and is used for file and media sharing (ci)
18 - Successful products in India need to be robust, trusted, recommended, reliable,
aspirational, long lasting. (ci)
19 - Successful Indian companies are : Amul (milk/dairy co-operative - very successful
and socially driven), Flipkard (amazon, cash on delivery - consumers like/trust this
service - no payments online?), Avon (cosmetics - home selling/buying, female
gathering), Jaiporfoot (prosthetic foot, free artificial limbs, medical tourism),
Tupperware (home selling/buying, female gathering, provides jobs for women), Just
Dial (118 118 type service, they like text back info), OLPC (one laptop per child), Godrej
(trusted robust products, large product line), Tata (trusted - large product line), Nokia
(recognised as a strong robust phone with a simple interface. Often used by lower and
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working classes), Reliance (internet/supermarkets/electronics), Vikram (machinery
manufacturing, tea and finance) (ci)
20 - Imitation of wealth culture - Chinese imports of mobile phones very popular,
especially in rural areas. Known for not being reliable but are very cheap and look very
similar to branded phones (ci)
21 - Non-standardisation of coins - limits distribution of vending machines (ci)
22 - India is still dominated by analogue process and interactions. (ci)
23 - Consumers prefer the tangibility and feeling of trust in tactile interfaces and
outputs. (ci)
24 - Mobile banking primarily used for fund transfers (ci)
25 - Not all smart phones are compatible with mobile banking apps (ci)
26 - "People that are not sure about technology will not trust mobile banking" (from
bank manager Citibank) (ci)
27 - Very little marketing for mobile banking (from bank manager Citibank) (ci)
28 - "passwords can not be saved in mobile banking" (from bank manager Citibank)
(reason for not using mobile banking) (ci)
29 - Lots of complaints about mobile banking due to poor internet connections (from
bank manager Citibank) (ci)
30 - "mobile banking not fool proof" (from bank manager Citibank) (ci)
31 - "people with old school of thought"(from bank manager Citibank) (ci)
32 - 30% of people in India use banks (from bank manager Citibank) (ci - to confirm)
33 - 75-80% of people in India have an Internet connection (from bank manager
Citibank) (gi - to confirm)
34 - 5% of customers use mobile banking (from bank manager Citibank) (ci - to confirm)
35 - Touch screen interfaces are not as popular, especially among illiterates. Lack of
haptic feedback, lack of trust. (ci)
36 - Bad consumer experiences are remembered and communicated verbally but widely
reported in journalism (ci)

General Insights
- Successful companies build a strong brand story (gi)
- Power of television - even slum houses have TVs (gi)
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- Because of poor 3g/wifi consumers use a dongle which they subscribe to (gi)
- People power - labour is very easy and very cheap - Also a dislike for anything that
destroy jobs (gi)
- For the older generation, smart phones are seen as status symbols but full functions
are rarely used (gi)
- Internet banking is more common with younger consumers (gi)
- Mobile internet news is used but generally just for notifications (gi)
- Bollywood adverting is very powerful (gi)
- Celebrity endorsement drives sales in all products - consumers heavily influenced by
people they see the most. (gi)
- Vandalism - Intimidation of technology leads to vandalism. limits distribution of
vending machines and automated retail devices. (men would feel like machines are
making them look stupid/foolish so would punish the machine..) (gi)
- There is a sense of responsibility for group activities (bird feeding) (gi)
- Tradition is strong in consumer behaviours (worshiping new cars, not shopping for
metal on Saturdays) (gi)
- Consumers not precious about their phone numbers - will get lots of different
sims/phone numbers. (gi)
- Word-of-mouth very important. (gi)
- Hyper-local information and information sources are trusted. (gi)
- Pre-paid phone (pay as you go) packages are more popular/common than post-pay
(contract) (gi)
- Roaming charges are high between states - reason for more than one sim/phone. (gi)
- There is no insurance culture. Mobile phones are not insured. (gi)
- Mobile phones are bought outright. (gi)
- A mobile phone only costs slightly more than its component parts to replace - most
people would just buy a new phone. (gi)
- Facebook is the most popular social networking medium - twitter not common (gi)
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DD. Mobile Insights – Mobile Insights concepts

A digital duplication device

A self-service point of sale
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News distribution device

Travel information device
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A banking physical app

A paper-electronic menu
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Mobile banking device
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EE. Word Cloud – Charlie Rohan
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FF. Word Cloud – Graham Johnson
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GG. Word Cloud – Clive Gilman
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HH. Word Cloud – Praveen Nahar
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II. Word Cloud – Cx Design Group
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